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Welcome to the First Session of the 452nd Public Auction
Here we are in the midst of the most normal summer since 2019, offering our 452nd public auction. The principal consignment originated
out of Northern Indiana, formed by the owner of a fourth-generation family business given to us by the fifth generation. This man’s
United States holding held a highly valuable and desirable collection along with many seldom seen 19th century issues with certificates.
Another notable consignment was acquired from an old friend out of Lansing, Michigan which encompasses the most extensive Latin
America group we have handled in many years. Of no less importance are the other hundred plus consignments which round out the
best sale of the year to date. This sale is sure to have material for every collector, so peruse through the over 1,200 lots to find what you
are looking for. We, at Rasdales, are always looking to put together the best auctions as possible and could never do it without you, our
dedicated customers and consignors. So, thank you for your continued support.
Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CDT) on Friday, August 19h.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CDT) on Saturday, August 20th for Session One and Sunday, August
21st for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, August 19th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, August 13th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Monday-Friday, August 15-19th from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CDT) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no sooner than
August 8th but no later than August 17th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are close to 8400 images on the website. Therefore
requests for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery, 37 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559
FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday August 20, 2022 9:00 a.m. (CDT)
United States, Possessions and United Nations Collections/Accumulations...............................................................Lots 1-67
United States and General Foreign Collections/Accumulations.......................................................Lots 68-95
General Foreign Collections/Accumulations.......................................................................................................Lots 96-180
Topicals Collections/Accumulations.......................................................................................................................................Lots 181-187
Areas Collections/Accumulations..........................................................................................................................................Lots 188-229
Country Collections/Accumulations.....................................................................................................................................Lots 230-491
United States and United Nations Covers........................................................................................................................Lots 492-521
United States and General Foreign Covers......................................................................................................................Lots 522-534
General Foreign and Topical Covers................................................................................................................................Lots 535-542
Area and Country Covers...............................................................................................................................................Lots 543-624
Postcards.........................................................................................................................................................................Lots 625-639

DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant sp. Short Perf
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 and above

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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A better stock than normally encountered. Most of the
earlies were acquired by auction and has many better items
that will improve your collection. Over-all a desirable
group that deserves close look. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 2200.00

11

/

A lifetime collection from the Sunshine State housed
in 5 Scott national albums. A bit weak in classic issues.
Some decent banknotes, Columbians and turn of the
century issues before the spaces really begin to be filled
starting with the Washington-Franklins with many nice
mint copies. Starting with Scott 614, we didn’t notice a
single empty space or used stamp to the end of the collection in 2010; imperf Bugs, Recalled Legends, high value
Priority and Express Mail are all here mint in mounts. The
airs, including zeps, are complete mint as are the special
delivery issues. Postage dues, good Shanghai stamps,
and newspapers are also represented. Used examples
predominate in the officials. A page of Confederate States
brings up the rear of the collection. Condition varies as
usual with a large collection but most are fine or better.
The extensive photos will be helpful in determining your
bid as this meaty collection deserves a close look.
S.B. 1900.00

UNITED STATES
1

2

/

/

3

/
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/

5

/

A colossal four volume 1851-2011 almost entirely mint
commemorative, regular, airmail, and Back of the Book
issues collection. Includes heavy doses of pre-Banknote,
Banknotes, early commemoratives. Marching solidly into
the early 20th century regular issues while pouring into
large populations of Washington-Franklins. Then emerging into the contemporary and modern issues unscathed.
The collection continues to trudge forward into the astonishing Airmails, spectacular Special Deliveries, potent
Postage Dues, a kaleidoscope of Shanghai overprints,
only ending with an outstanding offering of Officials.
Includes copious amounts of lower and medium values
as well as impressive higher value populations. This immense assembly is just a bit mixed, however one must be
impressed with the massive amount of clean worthwhile
material. One of the finest United States collections we
have had the privilege to offer.
S.B. 12000.00
An outstanding collection in a Safe album with slipcase.
Strong in the nineteenth century with a few stamps having
certification, and all the 19th century commemoratives are
present with most being mint. The collection continues to
the 1940s including the Kansas Nebraska issues, White
Plains sheet, Parks and Famous Americans. Mixed condition on the earlies as expected and a few with no gum. The
images tell the story of this desirable collection. A great
collection worthy of a close inspection.
S.B. 5000.00
Very clean stock of US mint and used from a #10A
through Prexies, with airs, and some BoB. Organized to
sell or add to your collection.
S.B. 3750.00
A pair of 19th and 20th century collections. The first
is a mixed mint and used 1847//1984 group mounted in
a couple of Scott National albums. The front of the book
section offers a balanced representation of commemorative and regular issued medium to lower values. The
airmail section is quite strong highlighted as a mint and
used set of 1930 Zeppelins. The back of the book is very
underwhelming. The second assembly is a commemorative 1893//1972 collection nested in two Heirloom binders
that start with the Columbian issues up to the $4.00 value.
The quality is quite mixed in both collections. Combining these two into a new hingeless would brighten up the
party.
S.B. 3500.00
An up-and-coming 1847-1980 collection/accumulation.
The heart and soul of the assembly is housed in first of
two Scott hingeless albums. Includes both 19th and 20th
century mint and used, commemorative, regular issues,
airmails, and Back of the Book issues. Well balanced
low to medium values with the occasional higher value
at the end of some sets. Mixture of mint and used through
the 1917 issues then turns almost all mint. Condition is
mixed. A dash of worldwide thrown in for a bonus. A
group worthy of serious consideration.
S.B. 3000.00

A virtually all mint collection to 1988 in a Liberty album.
Condition ranges significantly, with no gum, regummed,
hinged, and never hinged present. Centering is also
variable and faults are present on a number of the better
items. Nevertheless, there are a large number of useful
stamps here including 11, 24, 26, 35, 112-114, 212-217,
219-229, Columbians to the $1, Trans-Miss to the 50c,
294-299, Washington-Franklins, Kansas-Nebraska, C1-6,
C13, E1-3, and too many more to list. An interesting and
valuable collection for which viewing is recommended.
S.B. 2700.00
United States collection in nine sparkling Scott platinum hingeless albums in two cartons having stamps from
1870 to 2019. Encompasses thousands of mostly mint but
some older used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Highlights includes mint C13-15
and a White Plains sheet. The bulk of the value is in the
roughly $2,000 face to count. Appears mostly complete
from 1935 to end. Likewise includes filled hingeless pages
with stamps from 2020. Also involves years sets from
1989/1998 as well some other year sets from 1968 to the
1970s in large envelopes. A terrific selection waiting to
be viewed.
S.B. 2700.00
An old time 1847-1933 mint and used commemorative
and regular issue collection mounted on Scott pages.
Most of the periods are well represented with a few higher
values present. Condition is quite mixed, so careful viewing is recommended. Worth serious consideration.
S.B. 2600.00
An outstanding array of mostly used 1861-1893 regular
issues and a few covers to add a little flavor. Seems to be
hand selected for centering and condition as the owner has
a sharp eye for appearance. More than a dozen items with
certificates are included in the singles section of this sale.
What remains here demands some serious consideration.
It will take an aggressive bid to be successful acquiring
this remaining assortment.
S.B. 2600.00
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Over two hundred tobacco paid revenue stamps. There
is a wide variety of these seldom seen revenues. This is a
lot for the revenue specialist. Take time to view.
S.B. 1900.00
United States collection from 1847 to 2018 in five Scott
albums in one carton. Most of the value is in all the postage to be counted as well as highlights of used Scott #1,
2 and mint White Plain sheet plus a few other collector
items. The plethora of postage will make this a worthy
lot. Well worth our suggested bid.
S.B. 1900.00
A collection in two Harris Liberty albums. Early used
includes 9, 69, 71 115, 119, 218, 229, Columbians to the
50c, and most Kansas overprints. Mint begins in earnest
with the Nebraska overprints and continues seemingly
complete to 1997. Back of the book is weak except the
airs which includes mint C13-15. Condition varies but
much is fine or better. A useful collection for dealer or
collector.
S.B. 1800.00
Neat and clean 1902//1990 mint regular issue single
and plate block collection meticulously mounted on
White Ace pages. Mostly lower and medium issues present. Mainly front of the book, no airmails, and just a bit
of back of the Book. Very fresh appearing with decent
amount of NH and some good amount of postage types
present. Great lot for the beginner and should be taken
seriously.
S.B. 1700.00
A haphazard assortment comprising of a worthwhile
starter collection and an unprocessed accumulation of
mint and used front, and Back of Book nested in sales
pages and cards. The three-part collection includes a 1923
to modern blocks of 4 commemorative collection on White
Ace pages. The second grouping is a 1903 to 2000 mostly
mint regular issue and commemorative singles which
includes a nice selection of Airmails, some mentionable
Back of the Book, and a bit of Philippines. The third
collection is a small hodgepodge of plate blocks of little
consequence. The unprocessed accumulation contains a
fair number of hidden sparklers scatted about. Also worth
mentioning is a batch of 2¢ reds and other popular areas
in sheet form. What type of grouping like this would not
have a nice mixture of postage containing a sizable bunch
of high values to sweeten the pot. A lot that should be given
serious consideration.
S.B. 1600.00
A great start to a U. S. collection in three Lighthouse
albums. Lightly populated in the classics but picks up in
the banknotes. There is only one grilled banknote, 134,
the others are without grills. There are a few other optimistically placed stamps. Highlights include a scattering
of the early mint stamps beginning in the banknotes and
continuing through the Columbians then slowly becoming
mostly mint around 1920. Complete Trans Mississippi,
Kansas Nebraska and Parcel Post enhance this collection
along with an almost complete selection of ducks to 1995.
A great lot worthy of inspection.
S.B. 1600.00
Givin’ the Man His Dues. Massive assembly of
thousands of U.S. revenue stamps of all sorts in five
stockbooks. Impeccably organized and arranged. Neat,
clean, and fresh. Some information supplied in Dutch.
Also has a small collection of U.S. airmail stamps. Good
opportunity to amass a dealer’s stock of this popular field.
Huge total catalog value. See photos for an introduction
to this lot.
S.B. 1500.00
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21
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Huge catalog value in very mixed condition. Many
earlies and back of the book. A careful inspection is suggested. Worth viewing.
S.B. 1350.00
This group includes lightly populated cancelled earlies
some better mint such as White Plains sheet, C14 and C18
and other mint issues from the mid-twentieth century.
Most of the value is in postage. Bring your calculator and
prepare your bid.
S.B. 1200.00

// Superlative must-see collection of George Washington
stamps, covers, and innumerable ephemera items in a very
large horizontal format two post binder with over two
hundred pages of material. Appears to be gathered in the
contemporary moment of Washington’s two-hundred-year
celebration, 1732-1932. Truly a monumental work containing stamps, hundreds of covers, and ephemera of all
kinds surrounding events and milestones in Washington’s
life. Maps, many event programs, photographs, some clippings, even a dining car menu from the Pennsylvania’s
Broadway Limited, all gathered and carefully mounted
in this huge resource. This collection has never been on
the market until now and must be seen to be believed. A
one-of a kind life’s work. We took lots of pictures. Don’t
miss it.
S.B. 1000.00
/ Remainder of a mostly mint cut square collection going
to 1991. Includes earlies, airmail and officials. Back of
the book collector will enjoy looking this one over.
Cat. 3690.00

23

/

Dealer’s stock in 4 counterbooks. Starting with three
8-cent Columbians, this stock is virtually all mint with
much never hinged. Having no classics, no high catalog
clunkers, and no unmanageable duplication, ideal for a
dealer or internet sales. Comprised of two counterbooks
of front of the book with airs and special delivery stamps;
one book of plate blocks (mostly 2 cent reds); and a book
of ducks. Owner’s catalog value over $9500 plus $330
face in modern ducks.
S.B. 950.00

24

/

A playful pedestrian mint and used collection/accumulation. Most of the value is in the White Ace binders and
the pizza size box. Includes both 19th and 20th century
lower to medium value commemoratives, regular issues,
airmails, and a bit of back of the Book. You will find
postage to count in the box and a lone C18 flight cover.
Condition is mixed with some better tagged as NH. Some
foreign material spotted but is of little consequence and a
couple empty albums in for a bonus. Great candidate for
the beginning collector.
S.B. 900.00
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/
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/

Several albums, stockbooks and various glassines and
bundles of US material from late 1880’s to mid-1970’s.
Condition of earlies is mixed, but there is much to be
found; Farleys in singles and arrow blocks, 1922 Bureau
issue including line pairs, early airs. Counter books with
value left in them, and lots of plate number singles,
blocks and other multiples. A good sorter that will have
its rewards.
S.B. 900.00
Many thousand stored in stockbooks, salescards,
mounted on album pages and in glassines. Includes useful
19th century, sometimes in mixed condition, 20th century
comems and definitives plus plate blocks. Worth inspection.
S.B. 800.00
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Part of an old holding which includes primarily mint
NH issues from the late 1920’s to mid 1960’s. Looks like
it was basically purchased out of the post office. Includes
many plate blocks, sheets, part sheets and large multiples
with some better items. Much is in sensible quantities.
Somewhat disheveled which makes it a fun group to sort
through.
S.B. 800.00
United States assortment in three cartons. Most of the
value is the roughly $1,400 face mainly in sheets and
plate blocks in two files and one binder running from
three cents to twenty-nine cents having occasional high
values. Includes binders or albums containing used and
low value postage.
S.B. 750.00
Revenue stock all medium to better values. Handstamps
and other interesting cancellations present with condition
mostly fine or very fine. A lot that will pique the interest
of revenue collectors. Well worth a view. S.B. 750.00
United States accumulation from the early 20th Century to the 1990s in four cartons. Incorporates thousands
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having
ample backup in albums, small boxes, glassines, envelopes
etc. The value is in the postage which consisting of mostly
three cents to twenty-two cents in plate blocks, singles,
and scrap. You will not be disappointed searching. A little
patience will be fruitful.
S.B. 750.00
A lovely group of ducks with most being never hinged.
Some toning on the stamps on the inner edge of the pages
the remainder are mostly F-VF. The perfect group to use
as a beginning of a duck collection. Take time to view this
group.
S.B. 700.00
Five cartons filled with starter collections, used arranged
in glassines, a nice plate number single collection, low face
value plate blocks sorted in glassines and more. Counting
the postage will be a good start.
S.B. 600.00
A collector’s duplicates stored on sales cards filling
one and a half red boxes. Much is postage and condition
isn’t always the best but a good number of useful items
are here as shown in the photos. Let your fingers wander
through the cards to come up with the right number.
S.B. 600.00
A few thousand beginning with the imperfs and going
to the beginning of the twenty-first century. There is good
back of the book and revenues. Tobacco and Post Office
seals are prominent. Some interesting material. Take a
careful look.
S.B. 500.00
A two-part collection to the 1980s with plate blocks
totaling over $500 as postage. The second part is lightly
populated until the banknotes with the early part being
used then turning over to mint in the 1930s. Parks and
the Prexie series are present along with the Liberty series.
There is back of the book with good representation of
airmails, including a C18, and a good start to a cut square
collection. Well worth the time to view.
S.B. 500.00
Collection in six albums with an additional few thousand sorted by Scott number in glassines. Some mixed
condition on the earlies along with some optimistic placement, and there is a light population of back of the book
issues. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 500.00
A selection of mostly mid-twentieth century material
with some earlier. Souvenir sheets and back of the book
including postalcards and stationery complete the group.
This should attract many viewers. Worth a look.
S.B. 500.00
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United States accumulation from the late 19th Century
to the 1980s in two medium cartons. Consists of around
$480 face postage having some sheets, plateblocks, blocks
of four, a few booklets, and scrap mainly one to twenty
cents. Also involves used, but some mint mainly philatelic
stamps in glassines having profitable backup running into
hundreds and hundreds. Would work dandy for internet
sales. Offered to tempt buyers so they can not resist and
must place a bid on this irresistible selection.
S.B. 500.00
Mint collection includes a plate block album and
four stockbooks of plate blocks. Mint singles, coils, and
sheets along with a small amount of used round out the
selection. Most of the value is in the postage. Bring your
calculator.
S.B. 450.00
United States selection from the late 19th Century to the
1980s in two large and two medium cartons. Thousands
and thousands having the majority used but also some
mint stamps having bountiful backup in about dozen
stockbooks, binders, and glassines. Also includes a few
commercial covers, United Nations stamps and FDCs.
Plenty of material to search for cancels or varieties. Worth
exploring.
S.B. 400.00
A small but better stock of early U.S. to 1930s. Most are
photographed and worth a careful look. Take time view
this group.
S.B. 375.00
An attractive postal stationary collection. Some of the
early postal cards have a little foxing and one has a bend.
This will be a great group to complete. Take some time
to view this one.
S.B. 350.00
United States duck stamp selection in a pizza size box.
Value is in the roughly $990 face mostly $7.50 and $15.00
in plateblocks and singles as well as used going back to
the first issue. Suitable for resale or your collection.
S.B. 350.00

A mostly used group with condition being very mixed.
Forgeries are present as well as misidentified items. This
group needs careful inspection but worth estimate.
S.B. 325.00
/ United States accumulation in three cartons. Majority
of value is in the postage to count mainly low value sheets,
plate blocks, and scrap from one cent to thirteen cents in
albums, small boxes, and files. Exploring might discover
some useful philatelic items. Well worth our suggested
bid.
S.B. 300.00
/ Collection in three Lighthouse hingeless albums. Contains mint and used stamps which run from 1922 to 1984.
Includes a mint White Plain Sheet and C18. While not
particularly filled in the later years, still enough postage
plus the hingeless albums to make it a tempting lot.
S.B. 300.00
// Precancels in several albums as well as in envelopes
and stock books. There is quite a bit to go over here, and
it looks like a fun lot to integrate into your collection.
Accompanied by some older catalogs for good measure.
Some multiples, organized and clean. A very interesting
lot.
S.B. 300.00
/ United States accumulation in three cartons. The value
is in the low value postage from three to twenty-five cents
in singles and plate blocks but also contains a lot of used
material mostly in small boxes. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 300.00
/
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Thousands of mint and used from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, in glassines, in albums, on pages,
loose, used common, occasional better. Generally a fine
lot.
S.B. 300.00

Over one hundred thousand stamps beginning with
the banknotes and continuing to 2004. Mounted on stock
pages with partial pages in binders along with over three
hundred first day covers. A great lot for packets and lists.
Nicely set up for easy processing.
S.B. 250.00
/ Back of the book mixture, mostly revenues, made for
the serious collector. Includes many special tax stamps
for opium, liquor, breweries, etc. There are also revenue
stamps on checks and documents. This is one a revenue
collector will want to search through. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 250.00
// One man’s United States collection in two cartons.
Consists of mainly mint in Minkus block albums from 1919
to 1970s, a few covers plus a single collection. Nothing
scarce or powerful but a useful collection from a casual
collector.
S.B. 250.00

Counterbook of all-different plate blocks (Scott 551/771;
C10/C20; CE1-CE2) plus sheets (Scott 610, 634, 730, 731,
and 855). Includes a few plate singles. Mostly NH.
S.B. 230.00
/ Small boxes galore. Thousands of mostly used United
States stamps having lot of useful backup in one large
carton. Basically, organized in a plethora of small boxes.
Consignment remainder that was out of an old holding
dating from the 1930s to mid-1960s. You can be the first
to look for any hidden treasures.
S.B. 200.00
/ United States accumulation in six pizza size boxes in one
carton. Appears to be thousands of mint and used stamps
having backup. Contains low value useful postage running
from various decades of the 20th Century. Nuggets to be
found.
S.B. 190.00

A small stock of booklets and panes. All twenty cent to
twenty-nine cent values plus two War Savings panes. A
useful selection.
S.B. 150.00
/ Starter collection in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album
with dust case mostly mint. Mixed condition on the earlies
as can be expected. Worth a view.
S.B. 110.00

Consignment remainder that includes souvenir pages
and unused to lightly used binders. This lot may fill your
need.
S.B. 100.00
/

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
59

/

61



Micronesia and Marshall Islands fresh material into
the 1990s that will appeal to topical collectors. Face
value totals are roughly equal for each country and there
is duplication. Ideal for the show or internet dealer. Take
time to view.
Face 1650.00

62



Palau material into the 1990s that will appeal to topical
collectors. Clean and fresh with duplication. The show or
internet dealer will find this excellent for retail profits.
Face 1575.00

UNITED NATIONS
63

/

64

/

65



United Nations Potpourri. Singles, sets, full sheets,
and souvenir folders from all three offices, early 1970s
to about 1990. Carefully arranged, with fresh appearance
throughout. Varying degrees of duplication. Ideal for
S.B. 300.00
starting a new specialty.

66

/

67



Clean United Nations collection on White Ace pages
from the beginning up into the 1990s in one carton. All
formats, all offices, mainly mint, mostly NH. Offered
S.B. 200.00
cheaply.
Two vintage UN collections to around 1990 in one
carton. The first is best on White Ace pages, and has
plenty of face in the Flag Sheet issues. The other is in
dealer provided albums with selected singles, sets and
blank pages from the same era.
S.B. 150.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
68

/

Choice, Choicer, Choicest. Dealer’s stock arranged
on approximately four hundred 102-size sales cards,
nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. Never offered for
sale until now. All intermediate or better material. Minimal duplication. Mixed condition, but overall attractive
and sound. Everything identified and priced according to a
recent Scott catalog. Some items might require an expert’s
eye for full evaluation. Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 5500.00

69

/

Tens of thousands of stamps with almost all being
foreign. Many earlies, sets and strong beginnings to collections. A small amount of U.S. postal stationery, some
U.N. and one stock book of cinderellas. There are almost
forty binders and stock books for you to examine so plan
extended time for viewing. A great opportunity.
S.B. 3000.00

Collection of a few hundred different in a clean Scott
Specialty album. More populated areas are Philippines,
Canal Zone, and Hawaii. Make time to view and enjoy the
challenge of completing these collections. S.B. 300.00

UNITED STATES TRUST TERRITORIES
60

/

Five White Ace albums plus additional new issues and
souvenir sheets make up this selection. Almost all never
hinged. There is also a little blue box with a few better
items. The topical collector will also be interested in this
lot for the marine and wildlife issues. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 450.00

United Nations mint collection in five clean Lighthouse
hingeless albums from 1951-2014 in one carton. Appears
mostly complete for the years having full sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets from New York, Geneva, and Vienna.
Ready for continuation.
S.B. 500.00
A beneficial assortment mostly acquired via new issue
service. Includes the stamps and souvenir sheets plus year
sets, stationary, commemorative cards and souvenir folders. Most in manageable quantities from the late 1970’s
to about 2008. Very clean and easily integrated into a
stock.
S.B. 450.00

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

// One man’s world-wide life time collection/accumulation in 27 banker’s boxes ranging from classics to the
1990’s. Housed on hundreds of black stockpages in
dozens of 3-ring binders, the collection is primarily used
and somewhat organized by country. Within each country, the stamps are in rather vague order with the earlies
usually in the middle or rear of the binder. Also present
are groups of covers, revenues and more. One carton
consists of Easter and similar type seals but the rest has
useful stamps interspersed among the less interesting.
There is occasional significant duplication (e.g., probably
a thousand used U.S. 3 cent large banknotes) that is ripe
for the cancel collector. Ideal for sale by country or the
binder. The owner insisted it get into this sale so there are
very few pictures but well worth the time to examine.
S.B. 2400.00
// Consignment remainder filling eight cartons. Wide
range of material in A-Z albums, mounted on various
pages, in glassines, stockbooks, salesbooks, unopened
new issue envelopes and envelopes you can’t see into.
If you dig in, you’ll find pockets of useful U.S. and Canadian postage, Great Britain, Austria, Luxembourg and
Liechtenstein. Worth careful inspection. S.B. 1600.00
// United States and worldwide collections/accumulation
from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in six cartons.
Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having plenty of backup in albums including several Scott
Specialty, binders, small boxes, envelopes off/on paper,
stock pages etc. Likewise, incorporates a pizza box of
useful postage mainly from twenty-two to thirty-two cents
plus a few high values and some common US commercial
covers. Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 950.00
/ Collector’s stock housed in forty-nine 3-ring binders.
Includes thousands of mainly lower value stamps with an
occasional better. Wide variety with some duplication. The
used out numbers the mint throughout. Useful earlies in
some countries.
S.B. 750.00
// United States and worldwide selection roughly from
the late 19th Century to the 1990s in twelve cartons.
Incorporates thousands and thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps having beneficial backup in albums,
stockbooks, binders, and subscription items. Also includes
an assortment of common mainly US FDCs, commercial
covers, and postal stationery. Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 750.00
/ United States and worldwide selection roughly from the
1890s to the 1990s in one of our largest cartons. United
States consists of postage having between $250-$300 face
including sheets from twenty-nine to forty-four cents plus
scrap. Worldwide involves a dozen or so folder collections
having an emphasis of French colonies. Includes New
Caledonia, Wallis-Futuna Islands, Comoro Islands, St
Pierre-Miquelon, and France from 1989-1999 as well as
Netherlands New Guinea etc. Check it out.
S.B. 650.00
// OFFICE PICK UP ONLY. Twenty-one plastic containers containing over ten thousand stamps and some
covers ranging from late nineteenth century to the end
of the twentieth. There are pickings throughout, even a
little postage, and any dealer would find the lot good for
internet sales. Take time to view.
S.B. 600.00

77

/

78

/

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

United States and worldwide floor sweepings, cranny
cleaning and cubby hole discoveries from past purchase
remainders in five cartons. Kind of like a Spaghetti Western lot with the good, the bad and the ugly all together.
Kevin says “write it up and let it go, it’s got lots of good
stuff in it”. It will now be up to the new owner to search
and find. Whoopee! Make Your Day! Viewing recommended.
S.B. 550.00
Consignment as received in four boxes. US and WW,
some clean US, US Zip blocks and Mail Early, WW in
Citation and Minkus Global albums, rather sparse. Some
albums with obvious foxing, perhaps you can mine out
what is usable.
S.B. 475.00

// Six boxes of WW stamps and covers mostly mid-century common, but with a lot of depth, including Germany in 5 volumes, US in 7, an interesting music topical
collection in 3, UN in 5, Germany in 5, plus Lebanon,
Liechtenstein, Vatican, etc. Around thirty volumes. Lots
of US postage and multiples if you can mine the packaging.
S.B. 450.00
/ Consignment remainders including a bit of U. S. postage and good starter collections of the U. S. plus Trust
Territories. The Trust Territories are in Scott Specialized
albums and continue to the early 1990s. The U. S. collection is mostly used but has some mint including a C18 and
some ducks. Well worth your time to view. S.B. 450.00
/ An interesting selection containing U.S., revenues with
some on paper, possessions, and two lightly populated
Scott International albums. There is a group of midtwentieth century covers that should pique interest and
also souvenir sheets. Take a careful look at this one you
will not be disappointed.
S.B. 450.00
United States and worldwide collections/accumulation
from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in three cartons.
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty
of backup in several beginner albums, binders, a few
small boxes, envelopes etc. An older holding having lots
of material to search. Good value at our suggested bid.
S.B. 400.00
// Multiple three-ring binders, albums, and 100’s of
covers in plastic sleeves of mid 20th Century US and
worldwide. US collection sparsely inhabited in two Scott
Platinum albums, which include a 10A and an 11, and
some nice airs.
S.B. 350.00
/ United States and worldwide selection form the late
19th Century to the 1970s in four cartons. Thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial backup
in albums, binders, small boxes, counter books, manila
stock pages, glassines, loose etc. Entails some Canada
and Belgium. Also includes a small offering of literature
mainly about Canada.
S.B. 350.00
// Mid Century accumulation of stamps and covers in a couple dozen binders and albums. French
commemoratives, Europa multiples, US Celebrate the
Century covers, etc. Take a look, find the ore.
S.B. 350.00
/ A weighty selection of subscription items; U. S. first
day covers, wild life, Canada and Princess Diana covers
mostly from Mystic. Other material includes cancelled and
mint stamps in stockbooks, envelopes and postal cards.
Take time to view this lot.
S.B. 350.00
/

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

87

88

89

90

91

/

/

A group of Scott unlisted, revenues, cinderellas, and
ephemera. Over a thousand items to view. Enjoy viewing
this one.
S.B. 325.00

// Three box potpourri of stamp albums, lots of covers
and loose stamps to pour over. Covers are mid to later
20th Century with some duplication and are probably the
strongest element here. The albums have some stamps, and
one is fairly represented with recent sheetlets. A cube box
rounds out the holding half filled with loose, off cover and
glassines ready to be searched at home or in your dime
box.
S.B. 200.00
/

Roughly 300 mainly used stamps from 1850 to 1950s in a
binder in a small box. Involves Great Britain, Netherlands
East Indies, Australian States, Canada, Egypt, common US
used etc. Super for searching for cancels but condition
concerns exist.
S.B. 200.00

93

/

Consignment balance of 95% Korea and some midcentury US postage scrap. Korea material is primarily
multiples with some art-topical flavor. US postage is 4c
to 15c blocks, strips, and a few sheets. Keep a look out
for the plate blocks. A dab of worldwide mint and used
along for the ride.
S.B. 150.00

95

/

Four cartons of philatelic landfill. Includes some no
gum postage, juvenile collections, envelopes you can’t
see into, and more. Hours of sorting pleasure; there are
worse ways to spend your time and money. S.B. 150.00

// Mixed lot of US mint, used and postage and covers, along
with a dab of worldwide.
S.B. 150.00
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97

United States and worldwide collection/accumulation
from the early 1900s to 2000 in two cartons. Thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps having backup. Includes
a partially mint 1977 Silver Jubilee in one album, United
Nations three albums from 1951-1990, Ships on Stamps in
a binder plus several other albums or binders of worldwide
and all used United States. Worth a look. S.B. 250.00

92

94

96

It’s Raining Stamps. Three-carton lot of over twelve
albums, bundles of approval pages, etc. Contains mint
and used material from the United States, Canada, UN,
and general foreign. Most of the value is in the singles,
sets, and plate blocks from the United States. Includes a
smattering of covers from Canada and the U.S. Some of
the U.S. material could be counted as postage. No rarities
or even hard-to-come-by items present; just good breadand-butter material.
S.B. 300.00

// United States and worldwide selection in twelve cartons. Consisting of mainly subscription items basically
from the 1970s and 1980s in folders, binders, albums, or
folders including twenty-five having either souvenir or
commemorative panels. Entails common FDCs and other
marketable material. Offered to tempt you. S.B. 250.00
/

GENERAL FOREIGN

98

99

Postmark Lover’s Paradise. Outstanding postmark
and cancel collection of several thousand stamps from
around the world, mainly nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Everything is rudimentarily organized, carefully
hinged onto attractive homemade pages, and housed in
six three-ring binders. Page after page of choice used
classics with clear full or partial postmarks and cancels.
Postally used or canceled-to-order. We noted diversity of
cities and dates, with a bonanza of numerical postmarks.
Special attention is paid to local post office traditions and
philatelic desirability. Catalog value of the stamps alone
is many thousands, and the out-of-the-ordinary clarity
of the postmarks and cancels only adds to overall retail
value.
S.B. 5500.00
// The Less Trodden Path. Unusual collection of several hundred Scott-unlisted or Scott-referenced items
from many foreign countries, nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Organized alphabetically by country, mounted
or hinged onto attractive homemade pages, and housed
in four three-ring binders. Consignor also provides basic
information about origin and intended use of most items in
the collection. Eye-catching mix of charity labels, fantasy
creations, reprints, propaganda labels, revenue stamps,
exposition advertising stickers, forgeries, imperfs, test
stamps, telegraph stamps, post office seals, proofs, specimens, counterfeits, military stamps, etc. Superb condition.
Includes material on cover. Will require an expert’s eye
for full evaluation. One of the most comprehensive and
sophisticated holdings of this type of material we have
handled in a long time. Valuable and unique.
S.B. 4750.00
/ Well over 20,000 different stamps in nine very serviceable Scott Internationals. Runs from Abyssinia to
Venezuela by country with issues to about 1970. Some of
the usual presence such as Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Spain, but also some lesser seen including Ethiopia,
Greece (C1-C3) and Bulgaria. The collector also added
some pages for details of Argentina, Uruguay, Haiti and
Panama. Reunion is well represented with some Libre
issues. Australia with KGV. Take a look. S.B. 2700.00
/ Mostly mint selection with German and Great Britain
booklets also Swiss, Australian, Israeli, and other sheets
and part sheets. The cancels offered are from Italian States,
WW II Germany, and other better items. There could be
many sleepers here so look carefully.
S.B. 2000.00


100

/

101



102

/

Small lot of all better items on cards. Many have been
photographed for viewing. Nice material for your collection or as dealer stock. Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 1900.00
Golden Opportunity. Banker’s box containing three
large binders packed with mint N.H. souvenir sheets,
miniature sheets, and large stamps from around the
world. Mainly contemporary. Many countries represented,
including Ecuador, France, Ghana, Malta, Netherlands,
Spain, Togo, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia. Various levels
of duplication throughout. Wide range of topics.
Cat. 13250.00
A wonderful assortment with many better items. Mostly
Western European countries but there are a few others.
The majority are mint with little duplication. A great lot
to view carefully.
S.B. 1800.00

103

Stock of “A” to “G” countries housed in fifteen red
boxes containing well over 8000, 104 size sales cards.
Each card holds one stamp or set. Each card has a catalog
value mostly between $1 to $5 with very little over $10.
There is notably a strong section of China. Duplication
is less than usually encountered with this type of group.
Set up for easy resale.
S.B. 1600.00
104 / Stock of “G” to “N” countries housed in fifteen red
boxes containing well over 8000, 104 size sales cards.
Each card holds one stamp or set. Each card has a catalog value mostly between $1 to $5 with a few sections
a much higher average. Most notably the Great Britain.
Duplication is less than usually encountered with this type
of group. Set up for easy resale.
S.B. 1600.00
105 / Stock of “N” to “V” countries housed in fifteen red
boxes containing well over 8000, 104 size sales cards.
Each card holds one stamp or set. Each card has a catalog
value mostly between $1 to $5 with almost nothing over
$10. Duplication is less than usually encountered with
this type of group. Set up for easy resale. S.B. 1400.00
106 / Worldwide assortment from the early 1900s to the
1990s in six cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets having effective backup. Many organized
in #102 sales cards or glassines in black, #102 sales card,
storage, miscellaneous boxes, six binders etc. A variety
of countries, areas, and topicals will be found. A most
purposeful holding.
S.B. 1500.00
107 / Valuable consignment remainder. Of the four global
albums, three are moderately populated the other lightly.
Glassines, pages, and stockbooks have useful material.
Plan some time to view this material.
S.B. 1400.00
108 / A comprehensive assortment with better items throughout. Britain and British colonies have many useful early
items. Souvenir sheets and some specialized studies increase the desirability of this group. Take time to view
this material.
S.B. 1350.00
109 / A comprehensive assortment in binders and stockbooks
with an emphasis on Greece, Monaco, Sweden, Russia,
and British material. Careful examination will reveal the
true value of this group. Well worth viewing.
S.B. 1300.00
110
/ A better group including Europa, British, and German (Olympic) items. Scarcer material and souvenir
sheets are part of this selection. Take some time to view
tis selection.
S.B. 1300.00
111
/ A collector’s duplicates stored on sales cards stored
in 20 red boxes. Mixed mint and used, mostly arranged
alphabetically and identified by a knowledgeable collector. Many better items scattered among the minimum
value cards. Viewing suggested so you can let your fingers
wander through the cards and see that the photos are
a good sample of what is here.
S.B. 1250.00
112 // Eighteen cartons filled with a myriad of material. It’s
sorted into glassines, in albums, mounted on various pages
and loose. Sometimes, just heaped into boxes. Hours and
hours of sorting fun lie ahead for the savvy detective.
S.B. 1250.00
/ Consignment balance consisting of collections,
113
stockbooks, stamps in glassines and on sales cards. Areas
with more value include Germany, Luxembourg, Canada,
Cuba and Ryukyu. Good lot to breakdown for E bay or to
sell at stamp shows.
S.B. 1200.00
/

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Three boxes, with three ring stock pages holding mostly
Scandinavia with good Greenland and Netherland Antilles. Also, Portugal, France, Indonesia, Vatican City, and a
better than normally seen Brazil collection in three binders. Lots of bagged unsorted material as well the collector
had not worked up. Something for everybody here.
S.B. 1200.00
115
/ Large collection of around 20,000 #4 glassines in 39
file boxes full of worldwide mint and used. Some classics,
and well represented into the 1970’s. Some duplication.
Everything is clean, well-organized, and clearly labelled.
This material will go along way to augmenting your stock
or seriously improving your worldwide collection. Looks
like a lot of fun to go through.
S.B. 1200.00
116 // Nineteen boxes of just about everything; covers, First
Days and otherwise, stamps, postal cards, postal stationary, some loose, but most in binders. Mostly modern, but
we saw some classic British material in here too. A mix
to keep you guessing.
S.B. 1100.00
114

/

117

/

118

/

119

/

120

/

121

/

122

/

Good selection of China, Transvaal, Vietnam and Nicaragua. There is a focus on cancellations as exhibited
by Belgium, France, and other areas. Take time to view
this interesting group and look for the goodies.
S.B. 1000.00
Worldwide accumulation approximately from the
late 19th Century to the 1990s in ten cartons. Tens of
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having amply
amount of backup in albums, several stockbooks, folder
collections, albums, stock pages, small boxes, glassines,
small plastic tubs of on/off paper sorted by country as
well a copious amount of material in small envelopes also
sorted by country. An advantageous offering suitable for
constructing bourse boxes and/or internet sales.
S.B. 1000.00
A consignment balance that really covers the waterfront. Eight of our big boxes full of albums, stockbooks,
first day covers and other material worldwide classic to
modern. Strong in French colonies, with loads of FDC’s
organized in albums.
S.B. 1000.00
Ten cartons filled with philatelic adventure housed in
dozens of stockbooks, albums, smaller boxes, etc. Spotted good extensive early Cuba, some better sets scattered
amidst otherwise sparse albums, a box of post office
packs from various countries, and much more. Best is a
small box of many dozen all better items on stockcards,
counterbook pages, and in glassines. A very nice group
with something for everyone.
S.B. 950.00
Collection having owner’s catalog $13,000 +, in fourteen clean Scott International albums with pages to 1980
in four cartons. Some of the albums are collapsing under
their own weight. Some countries better represented than
others. A great collection to build upon. Worth the time
needed for a thorough viewing.
S.B. 850.00
Gigantic worldwide accumulation roughly from the
early 1900s to the 1980s in eight cartons. Comprises
tens of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps on album, stock, sale, or counter pages, glassines, 102 cards,
envelopes, and loose having immense backup. Spotted a
selection of Latin America that you might like to check
out. Appropriate for making internet or bourse boxes. Go
for it.
S.B. 850.00
PAGE 9
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123

/

Miscellaneous worldwide country selection from the
early 1900s to the 1990s in six cartons. Encompasses
roughly 6,500 #102 sales cards in twenty-three red boxes
having stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. After spot
checking appears to be mainly mint. Entails Japan, Brazil,
Mexico, Cuba, Laos, Israel, Jordan, Egypt, Turkey, Syria,
India, Afghanistan, Morocco, Togo, Ghana, Ethiopia, and
Liberia. Red boxes average from a hundred to about 500
cards. Older catalog value which typically runs from fifty
cents to $10.00 and up should only be used as a guide.
Useful.
S.B. 800.00

124

/

Tens of thousands from old time estate, some loose,
mint and used in glassines on stock cards and stockbooks,
with some identified, including French Colonies. Some
albums incl Schaubek Belgium, Canada and US Liberty
albums, some British Commonwealth, Germany, etc.
Mostly early to mid 20th Century period. Worth a look,
Generally F-VF.
S.B. 750.00

125

/

Six unrelated albums from a Chicago Western Suburb
that were almost strong enough to list singly in the sale in
one carton. Highlights include: Two Greenland hingeless
albums to 1990 that duplicate, but each has strong catalog
value, a hingeless Italy with many desirable stamps, a
Scott specialty album for South Sea Islands over 80% full
of mint sets, an old time Austria collection right off the
shelf, and lastly a Switzerland album and stockbook having “specialty high catalog items”. Fun lot to break down
for stock or sell individually as country collections.
S.B. 750.00

126

/

Three “cube” boxes of accumulation of Germany,
DDR, Canada, Israel, UN and a dab of general foreign
in stock pages, three ring, White Ace and Minkus albums.
Some 19th Century Germany, the rest all 20th Century to
the 70’s and 80’s. Easily thousands of stamps. Additional
modern unmounted material in plastic bags.
S.B. 750.00

127

/

128

/

A lovely group with strong areas in India and states,
Hungary, Italy, Vatican City, Canada, and Ireland. Much
of the material is mint never hinged. On pages and stock
sheets that are waiting for your viewing.
S.B. 750.00

129

/

Wonderful worldwide assortment from the late 19th
Century to the 1960s in a medium carton. Hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup
organized and identified in glassines or #102 sale cards.
Spotted German colonies, interesting issues from mainly
Western Europe, Italian colonies Latin America etc. but
also some dubious. Examination required. Reorganization
will be rewarding.
S.B. 750.00
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Many thousands sorted by country and Scott number
in glassines. Strong in 19th century used, but also some
new issues. Includes Austria, Belgium, Germany, Sweden,
and Eastern Europe. Overall, nine index card-sized boxes
and two bulging large envelopes of material. A sorter of
the first order.
S.B. 750.00

130

/

131

/

132



133

/

134

/

135

/

136

/

137

/

138

/

Seven country collections that didn’t quite make individual lots. The group starts with a Great Britain album
with a Penny Black, Scott 108-9, and much mint in the
1970’s to early 90’s. Then there is Russia and area, France,
and Greece all on Minkus pages with useful items. Faroe
Islands is missing the overprinted Denmark issues but is
apparently complete from Scott 7 to the 1990’s with often
duplicated booklets. The Austria is in a Minkus album
with several good sets including semi-postals. Rounding
out the lot is the strange bedfellow of Botswana with better
mint cataloging definitive sets. Valuable lot to pick apart
or sell by the book.
S.B. 700.00
Something for Every Taste. One large Rasdale box
packed with hundreds and hundreds of worldwide
goodies. Includes souvenir sheets, post office mint packs,
and better singles and sets from a mix of countries—both
strongholds of philatelic sophistication and producers of
fun stamp novelties. Loads of topical material and classic
beauties. Most material is carefully displayed, and some
is identified. Huge total catalog value. F-VF throughout.
Photos provide an overview of this lot.
S.B. 700.00
A good accumulation of mostly never hinged material
with a little used added to the mix. Take time to view and
enjoy looking for the goodies.
S.B. 700.00
Three cartons holding several 3-rung binders,
stockbooks and mounted collections. The highlight is a
respectable Canada collection. Much of the rest is mounted
on approval type pages, set up for easy resale. In these,
most are lower value types with an occasional better,
especially the Germany. Good profit potential.
S.B. 650.00
A small group containing better items. German Chicago zepps are present with no gum, France Normandy (#
300) color variations and Canada Queen Victoria “Maple
Leaf” and “Numeral”. Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 600.00
Biblical Worldwide lot of several thousands in 80 three
ring binders of stock pages, and 8 dealer counter boxes
of 102 cards. Early to modern, mint to used, singles and
duplicates. Some modern US used as well. Lots of material
to pore over. Strong in Brazil, Canada, US, Great Britain,
etc. Have a look.
S.B. 600.00
An intriguing batch of collections, stockbooks, stamps
sorted in glassines plus promo stuff as received. Wide
range of material. Spotted were interesting Vietnam, Laos,
Lithuania and Palestine Authority. A tough lot to figure
so, worth your while to take some time to do so.
S.B. 600.00
A-Z worldwide stock from the 1890s to the 1980s in
three cartons. Incorporates approximately 4,500 #102
sales cards and glassines in eleven red boxes having
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Nine boxes are
cataloged while the other two boxes are in glassines and
are not cataloged. After spot checking appears to be mainly
mint. Contains no major countries as they are in other lots
in this auction. Red boxes average from a couple hundred
to about 500 cards. Older catalog value which typically
runs from fifty cents to $10.00 and up should only be used
as a guide. A terrific general lot.
S.B. 550.00
Stock of medium to better items. Small faults are present
and close inspection is suggested. Strong in better Great
Britain. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 550.00

139 // Worldwide assortment having a British flavor from
1850 to the early 2000s in three cartons. Thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets mainly in binders. Involves Great
Britain including a used Scott #1 plus British Royalty
comprising of Coronation 1937, 1953, Queen Mum Birthdays, 1977 Silver Jubilee and other royal milestones. Also
entails Flower Topical in two binders, United States RPO
postcards from the Golden Age in one binder, various
worldwide stamps, FDCs, postcards and commercial covers as well as miscellany. An offering not to be missed.
S.B. 550.00
140

A group mostly from the 70s and 80s sorted and identified in glassines with quantities into the mid hundreds.
Mostly mint never hinged new issues in sets that can
be used for topical collections. British related material
dominates this group. Top quality and great for the internet
dealer. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 500.00
141



142



143



144

/

145



146

/

147

/

148

/

149

/

A better group than normally encountered of all never
hinged material. A wide mixture with most being recent
issues. Take time to look at this one.
S.B. 500.00
Mostly never hinged better sets with only one duplicate.
About 80% of the material is Queen Elizabeth II British
Colonies. Clean and fresh and well worth your time to
view.
S.B. 500.00
Primarily medium to better values and sets including
souvenir sheets. Quality material deserving a careful
view.
S.B. 500.00
A very mixed lot that includes sets and some better
values. Take your time and enjoy looking through this
material. A good opportunity for high retail profits.
S.B. 500.00
An interesting selection of all mint with strong Luxembourg. Swedish stamp booklets, Hong Kong, Netherlands Antilles, and others round out the group. A few
Smilers are included. Take a few moments to look at this
one.
S.B. 475.00
A little Peoples Republic of China, tax stamps, U.N.,
Bangladesh, and other countries on the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries. An interesting selection with
wide variety. Take your time viewing this one.
S.B. 475.00
Foreign Treats. Over forty sales cards loaded with
desirable mint or used singles, sets, and souvenir sheets.
Mainly pre-1960. Everything identified and priced according to a recent Scott catalog. Little or no duplication. Some
items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation.
Lovely additions to a worldwide collection or a dealer’s
stock. Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 475.00
Worldwide Bulk. Box filled with file folder collections
and old-time packets. Thousands of common mint and
used singles and sets from the twentieth century. Many
countries represented. Mixed condition, but most material
sound and collectable.
S.B. 475.00
Accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in
three cartons. Contains thousands and thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps having bountiful backup in albums,
small boxes, glassines, envelopes etc. Lots of material to
sort into useful lots. Worth exploring as you will not be
disappointed.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

150



151



152

/

153

/

154

/

155

/

156

/

157

/

158

/

159

/

160

/

161

/

Thousands mostly NH 1950’s and later with scattered 2000’s. Includes Netherlands and colonies, nice
Australia album of blocks, better Iceland, QEII sets,
Wedding, Christmas, Souvenir sheets, stockbooks with
many complete sets. One short side box of loose covers
and glassines, could be anything in there, dive in.
S.B. 450.00
Thirteen A-Z Scott International postage stamp albums
having vintage reproduction pages for the 19th and 20th
Century from 1850-1950 in four cartons. These albums
are like brand new as they were never utilized except for
about one hundred Cilicia mixed mint and used stamps
having the owner’s 2018 catalog value of $1,680 as well
as about eighty older mixed mint and used stamps from
Uruguay. Terrific opportunity to start a worldwide collection at a fraction of the original purchase price for these
albums.
S.B. 450.00
Carton of nine collections or stockbooks of thousands
of stamps. Many earlies and sets that are useful. Some
mixed condition on earlies but well worth your time to
inspect.
S.B. 400.00
A mixed group of singles and sets with interesting items
for the collector. Take your time viewing this lot, it will
prove beneficial.
S.B. 400.00
Worldwide assortment from the late 19th Century
to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands of mostly common stamps having plenty of backup in about sixteen
stockbooks and binders. Also includes three albums
of subscription items. Incorporates Great Britain and
colonies, some China, and basically European countries.
Readily saleable.
S.B. 400.00
Eight 102 size salescards with a potentially huge catalog
total. All dubious.
S.B. 400.00

Total of 51 three-ring dealer sales books with A-Z
countries and primarily 1920’s to 70’s material. Both mint
and used, with lots of sets. Mostly European countries.
Duplication is present but not extensive. An old-time stock
with old time catalog values.
S.B. 375.00
A nice group with appealing mint and interesting cancels. France, Italy, Britain, Asian, and African countries
represent most of the material. Make time to look at this
one.
S.B. 375.00
Mostly Israel and United Nations and a very complete
Ryukyu collection. Also contains other countries to a
lesser extent like, Czechoslovakia, Vatican City and Laos.
A pleasing group with some better items. S.B. 375.00
Consignment remainder potpourri. Some interesting
US 1st day covers and mint mid-century, Irish and French
souvenir sheets and sheetlets, RSA, etc. One box, easy to
figure.
S.B. 375.00
Worldwide Revenues and Cinderella lot in five binders,
generally from WWI era to mid-20th Century. We took lots
of photographs of this truly eclectic lot. Enjoy sorting out
the best material to fit your collection. Owners’ estimate
of over 3,700 items.
S.B. 375.00
Antarctic related, includes in order of value French
Southern and Antarctic Territories, British Antarctic
Territories, Australian Antarctic Territories, and a bit of
non-related material along for the ride. Well organized
material perfect for your stock.
S.B. 375.00
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162

/

Worldwide collections in one carton. Involves hundreds
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Involves Russia in a
Scott album 1858-1940, Ryukyu in a White Ace album
1948-1972, Vatican in a White Ace album 1929-1957, San
Marino in a remaindered Scott album 1877-1980, Italy in
Supreme Global binder 1870-1996 and a thick stockbook
of mint San Marino and Vatican from the 1970s to the
1990s.
S.B. 350.00

171

/

Worldwide selection from the early 1900s to the 1970s
in a banker’s box. Hundreds and Hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles on
trimmed album, quadrille, or blank pages as well as some
glassines and loose (Poland) having backup in three small
pizza size box. Encompasses mainly Lithuania, Trieste
A, Macao, Portugal, Liberia, Philippines, Virgin Islands,
Poland. Good lot for searching for those elusive stamps
for your international collection.
S.B. 250.00

163

/

Mainly worldwide accumulation from various decades
of the 20th Century in three cartons. Contains hundreds
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having
backup in several binders, albums, counter pages, sale
cards etc. Involves a smattering of common United States
coming along for the ride. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 350.00
164 // A three-box mix of mint stamps and covers in binders
and loose. We saw some Vatican, UK, UN, and other
worldwide material. Ready for you to dive in.
S.B. 300.00
165 / Four Scott International albums basically from the
1880s to the 1970s in one carton Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, and singles. Albums are a little disheveled, but still
plenty of suitable material.
S.B. 300.00

172

/

Several lightly filled albums, one with some decent
US airs, sheet file with covers and Christmas seals, then
a balance of loose stamps on stock cards, glassines, etc.
An accumulation to look through for the hidden gems.
S.B. 250.00

173



175

/

A tattered old (1939) Scott Junior International Album
having gems in the rough, see images. Some areas are a
little stronger than others, however, pay attention to Italy,
Nicaragua, and Russia, among others. Worth your time to
view.
S.B. 200.00

176

/

177

/

Several thousand mostly used in six envelope boxes.
In five, the stamps are sorted into glassines and one they
are arranged on sales cards. All are minimal or nearly
minimal value types. Wide variety to fill in some gaps in
a worldwide collection.
S.B. 180.00
Five volume Regent album collection having a scattering
of stamps in two cartons. The first volume has the most
material. Take a look.
S.B. 150.00

178

/

Mostly worldwide accumulation in six pizza size boxes
in one carton. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and
used stamps from various decades of the 20th Century. No
telling what’s in here, unsorted-just filled for your viewing
S.B. 150.00
pleasure. A gambler’s lot.

179



180



“A very interesting assembly of seven quadrille pages
of Spiro forgeries of Commonwealth and General Foreign, Canadian Provinces, Italian States, German States,
etc. about 76 total. Might be ready to be remounted on
new pages to properly shine, but, whatever you do, keep
the Shakespeare Quotes. Don’t Miss. We imaged all
pages.”
S.B. 100.00
Nice grouping of specimens, essays, and test stamps
mostly from the second half of the twentieth century. An
interesting selection for the specialist to view.
S.B. 60.00

166

167

/

/

Eclectic collection of four worldwide albums, which
are well filled in the usual places and sparse elsewhere,
with a few smaller feeder albums, several USPS binders
of souvenir cards and some loose covers, cards and bagged
stamps mainly 20th Century issues. We saw some theatre
cast stock photos and programs as well. Dive in.
S.B. 300.00
An eclectic offering of mainly United Nations and Israel
in four cartons. Thousands of mostly mint stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, and FDCs.
Entails an Israel collection in three binders from 1970s
to 1980s and United Nations collection in two binders
from the 1960s to 1980s. Also includes new issues from
these two entities from the 1980s to 1990s in envelopes
as issued. A selection of United States common FDCs and
postal stationery from the 1970s to 1990s round out this
lot. Offered appropriately
S.B. 300.00

168

/

A group on dealer sales pages of moderately priced
items. Most are cancelled with some exceeding a dealer
$100.00 selling price. A distinctive group worth a view.
S.B. 260.00

169



170

/

A worldwide selection in fifty binders plus a stack of
stock pages and a box of loose stamps. The pages in the
binders are partially filled with over ten thousand stamps.
S.B. 250.00
Take time to view this interesting group.
Worldwide offering from the early 1900s to the 1960s
in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps having suitable backup. Involves in two
Scott “Brownie” albums from 1901-20, 1929-33 which
are sparse, a little disheveled but still useful as well as
additional stockbooks and binders having material from
various areas around the globe. Excellent for constructing
bourse boxes or sell individually.
S.B. 250.00
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Worldwide selection from approximately 1982 to 2007
in two cartons. Consists of between 50 to 100 postal
mint or year sets from Finland, Iceland, Greenland, Aland,
Norway, France, Great Britain, Liechtenstein, and Luxembourg having useful backup. Still mostly in their original
folders and plastic sleeves. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 250.00
174 // Mostly worldwide selection from the early 20th Century to the 1980s in six cartons. Thousands and thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps having copious amount
of backup in mainly binders, counter books, packets as
well as an assortment of common FDCs and covers. Wellrounded for the person having an entrepreneurial spirit.
S.B. 220.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

TOPICALS

ASIA

181 // Statue of Liberty “Our Symbol of Freedom Around the
World Celebrating 125 Years” award winning exhibit in
four binders from 1897-2016 in one carton. Incorporates
hundreds and hundreds of United States and worldwide
mixed mint and used stamps nicely organized in full
sets, singles, souvenirs sheets, and booklet. Also includes
complimentary FDCs, commercial, event covers, postal
stationery, and postcards to tell the exhibit’s story. This
exhibit involves some scarce and better material. Hard to
replicate in today’s philatelic market. Do not let this one
get away.
S.B. 950.00

188

/

Collections from Korea, Japan, China, Philippines,
Cambodia, India, and Viet Nam with many of the earlier
issues. This would be great beginning to an Asia section
of your collection. The images will give you the breath of
this group. Nice rudimentary collection to build upon.
S.B. 500.00

189

/

Three boxes of 47 smaller format three ring binders
totaling 33 books of China, 8 Japan and 6 Korea, including one with some North Korea material. All have some
duplication from useful to heavy. Mint and used, so opportunities for cancels and varieties. Have a look.
S.B. 300.00

182

183

184



/



All mint never hinged selection that lends itself to
topicals. Beside marine life and wildlife there is a wide
selection of Disney. Take a good look at this varied group
and notice how it can fit into your collection.
S.B. 700.00
Space topical collection/assortment roughly from the
1960s to 2000 in two cartons. Thousands of mainly mint
but also some used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having useful backup. Includes
three Weltraum + Raketen (Space Rockets) Lighthouse
albums having the pages written in German consisting of
worldwide for astronomy, physics, famous people, 19911994 Russia, and Oman/Russia. Likewise incorporates
stockbooks, some which are sparse, of extras but others
having a nice selection of material plus a folder of manila
stock pages. Tremendous opportunity to own a popular
topical.
S.B. 550.00
Science, Aliens, and Ghosts on Earth and in Outer
Space. Wholesale quantities of topical material from Sierra Leone, Nicaragua, Maldives, and Grenada. Colorful
and imaginative. Mint N.H. Presorted and prepackaged.
Ready to market at bourses and on eBay. Cat. 5170.00

185

/

UPU collection/assortment in a banker box. Consists
of hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Encompasses
1949 A-Y selection organized nicely on manila stock
pages in a folder. While not complete a good start to be
heading in that direction. Also entails 1974 collection
in two Lighthouses hingeless albums having the pages
written in German. Terrific topicals.
S.B. 350.00

186



A topical group with emphasis on Winston Churchill,
John F. Kennedy, and nature items (birds and marine
life). There is also a Scott binder of twentieth century
commemoratives. Good material to work with. Inspect
and enjoy.
S.B. 325.00

187

/

Statue of Liberty assortment from the 1920s to the
1980s in one large cartons. Contains a pizza size box of
local labels, several binders of ephemera, a 1986 SOL
proof silver dollar, a counter book of worldwide stamps,
several books, plus miscellany. From the estate of the
Statue of Liberty exhibit which can be found as another
lot in this auction.
S.B. 200.00

AUSTRALSIA
190

/

Thousands of Australian stamps in four stockbooks
and another large binder of stockpages with New Zealand
material. Also a good amount of Australian States to view.
An opportunity to acquire some interesting material.
S.B. 600.00

BENELUX
191

/

A better stock than normally encountered. Includes
Netherlands East Indies, going into the 1970s. Better
earlies and strong back of the book especially in the Belgium area. This is one where you will have to take some
time to come up with the right number. Worth a look.
S.B. 600.00

BRITISH
192

/

Fourteen Scott Specialty albums arranged by region to
1970s. Mint and used somewhat spotty but with pockets
of George VI and early Queen Elizabeth II mostly original
gum to never hinged sets and some classics mostly used.
Countries include Ascension, Basutoland, Egypt (mostly
used) Great Britain Offices, K. U. T., Jordan mint and
used, and many duplicate countries. Nyasaland with key
plates, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland all mostly
mint. Australia and states, New Zealand, Falklands, and G.
B. mostly used. Cyprus 1960 to 1979 virtually complete.
Two albums have minor water damage. Fresh colors and
Fine to Very Fine overall. This one deserves extended
viewing.
S.B. 3750.00

193

/

Five Scott Specialty albums from various corners of the
Empire. Pages run to the late 1990’s with stamps generally stopping in the mid to late 1980’s. Each album contains useful singles and sets although none have complete
coverage. There is one album for Niue, New Guinea, and
New Britain; one for Penrhyn Island, St. Kitts, St. Lucia,
and South Georgia; another for Turks and Caicos; one for
Cook Islands and Cyprus; and the last one encompasses
St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago. Each has beneficial
representation from the countries mentioned. A pleasing
cross-section of the British Commonwealth in albums
well suited for continuation.
S.B. 1000.00
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194

195

/

/

196



197



Great Britain and colonies selection from the 1890s to
the 1980s in five cartons. Roughly 6,000 #102 sales cards
in seventeen red boxes having stamps in full, partial sets,
and singles. After spot checking appears to be mostly mint.
Includes A-V colonies as well as Great Britain, Channel
Islands, Canada, Australia, and Ireland. Red boxes average
from a couple hundred to around 500 cards. Older catalog
value which typically runs from $1.00 to $10.00 and up
should only be used as a guide. Clean lot ready for instant
resale.
S.B. 850.00

BRITISH CARIBBEAN

Voluminous collection of Britain and Empire in 14
volumes, including 8 Specialty and 6 various three ring
binders. Runs Antigua to Zanzibar, mint and used. We
noted some interesting Australian States with clean cancels
among much else. Overall dates 1850 to 2010, depending
S.B. 800.00
on the issuing entity. Lots to see here.

205

A group mostly from the 70s and 80s sorted and identified
in glassines with quantities into the mid hundreds. Mostly
mint never hinged new issues in sets that can be used for
topical collections. There is a bit of material other than
British. Top quality and great for the internet dealer. Take
a close look.
S.B. 600.00
A group mostly from the 70s and 80s sorted and identified
in glassines with quantities into the mid hundreds. Mostly
mint never hinged new issues in sets that can be used for
topical collections. There may be a few non-British items
mixed into this group. Top quality and great for the internet
dealer. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 600.00
Collection in seven binders of which four are Scott albums. Few earlies but picks up in the twentieth century and
goes to the mid- 2000s. Guernsey and Jersey are included
also Queens 75th and wedding issues. Set aside time to
view this one.
S.B. 500.00

206

198

/

199

/

A nice selection including a few of the earlies. Barbados
is the strongest of this group. Great lot for the colony collector.
S.B. 475.00

200



A group mostly from the 70s and 80s sorted and identified in glassines with quantities into the mid hundreds.
Mostly mint never hinged new issues in sets that can be
used for topical collections. a few non-British items included.Top quality and great for the internet dealer. Take
a close look.
S.B. 450.00

201

/

New Zealand and Isle of Man to around the year
2000. Also a non-British group of early semi-postals also
souvenir sheets. The internet dealer will find this lot most
useful.
S.B. 325.00

202



203



A group of mint from Norfolk, Papua, New Guinea,
and Cook Islands. The first two in hingeless Kabe albums
and Cook Islands on homemade pages to 1983.Papua to
1973 and Norfolk to 1984 both having sets. Take your
time viewing these fine-very fine stamps. S.B. 250.00
Mint sets on stock pages, consisting of Churchill (33
sets) never hinged, 1949 UPU complete original gum with
extras, 1953 Coronation hinged and scattered later issues.
Clean group, fine to very fine. Great dealer or collector
group. Take a few moments to view.
S.B. 150.00
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204

/

British Caribbean A-V collection in two Scott Specialty
albums from 1937-1970 in a medium box. Involves hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets and singles.
Collector’s focus was from 1966-1970 having pages to
roughly 1974. Suitable for starting a new collecting area
and ready for completion and continuation. S.B. 150.00

BRITISH EUROPE


A British Europe contemporary to modern accumulation of singles and sets in 360 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some B.O.B, clean and appears to be
all NH. Good topical potential.
S.B. 800.00

BRITISH OCEANIA
/

British Oceania collections from the 1850s to 1992 in
two albums. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles in Scott albums. Includes
Australia from 1913-1987, States from the 1850s-1912,
New Zealand from 1882-1992, New Guinea and Papua.
Also encompasses a pizza box of extras involving Solomon Islands, Pitcairn etc. Nice offering. S.B. 1500.00

EASTERN EUROPE
207

/

Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia mint appearing all
never hinged in Lighthouse albums, beginning in the early
1990s to 2003. Croatia is in a binder and makes up half the
value of the lot. It begins in 1941, appears never hinged,
and has strong back of the book. A good foundation for
quality collections. Take time to view.
S.B. 475.00

208

/

Thousands of stamps from Eastern Europe with half of
them from Czechoslovakia. Other countries represented
are East Germany, Bulgaria and Latvia most having
material into the 1960s. Back of the book is present with
Czechoslovakia having the most. An opportunity to acquire some interesting material. Make time to view.
S.B. 600.00

EUROPE
209

/

Western and Eastern Europe selection from the early
1900s to the 1990s seven cartons. Comprises about 10,000
#102 sales cards in twenty-eight red boxes having stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles. After spot checking appears to be basically mint. Incorporates Germany, Austria,
Belgium, Greece, Italy, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Spain,
Netherlands and colonies, Portuguese colonies, Vatican,
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria. Red
boxes average from a couple hundred to just about 550
cards. Older catalog value which typically runs from $1.00
to $10.00 and up should only be used as a guide. Super
clean stock ready to rock and roll.
S.B. 1500.00

210



Better values and sets arranged on over seventy 102
size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
Turkey and Ireland are the most valuable and a few nonEurope snuck in. A beautiful group to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1300.00

211



All never hinged sets, blocks, and singles in 490 glassine
envelopes. Good duplication for the internet dealer. Well
worth the time to dig through this one.
S.B. 1100.00

212



A wide selection of never hinged souvenir sheets and
booklets of European countries and some of their colonies.
A clean and fresh group worth your time to view.
S.B. 650.00

213

/

Over five thousand stamps representing, France and
Colonies, Canada, Czechoslovakia. Baltic States and Poland. The Baltic States, French colonies and early Canada
are lightly populated the others have more material. France
has the best representation with ten items having a catalog
value of over $100. Czechoslovakia has strong early years
and souvenir sheets. This selection ends in the late 1980s
and will be great to build upon. It is a useful group that
will benefit from new albums. Take time to inspect and
enjoy.
S.B. 475.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

219

/

220

/

SCANDINAVIA
221

/

222

/

223

/

EUROPE AND AFRICA
214

/

Seven lightly populated Scott Specialty albums. Consisting of four mint and used Germany albums to 1970s; mint
and used Belgium and Colonies, Luxembourg, and Netherlands and Colonies to 1950s; Greece and Yugoslavia
to 1970s and Independent Africa mint to 1970 including
U.A.R., mostly fine to very fine. Collections that need to
be expanded. Worth viewing.
S.B. 300.00

LATIN AMERICA
215

/

216

/

217

/

218

/

Over ten thousand stamps from Central and South
America on stock pages and album pages into the 1960s.
Many early issues included as well as a few scarcer items
and back of the book. An opportunity to acquire some
interesting material. An extended viewing is suggested.
S.B. 1500.00
A comprehensive assortment in glassines, on stock pages
and album pages that will catch your attention. Good
amount of material to sort through, organize, and eventually put in an album. Take a good look at this one.
S.B. 1100.00
Latin America selection from the 1860s to the early
1970s in a banker’s box. Thousands and thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets on trimmed album pages plus some
glassines having backup in three small pizza size box.
Most numerous are Brazil and Colombia, also entails
Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Plenty
of useful material only needing remounting into your
country or international album collection. S.B. 550.00
Thousands of stamps from collections that include
earlies and back of the book. Countries represented are
Argentina, Chile, Panama, Cuba, Mexico, and Ecuador.
Most are on pages that were cut from albums or in
glassines. Extended viewing time will be needed for this
group. Well worth your time.
Cat. 3600.00

Latin America selection from the 1860s to the 1980s in
a banker’s box. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets on trimmed album pages plus some glassines having backup in three small pizza size box. Incorporates
Puerto Rico, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, Costa
Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua, Salvador, and general Latin
America. Lots of of beneficial material only needing
remounting into your country or international album collection and then sell the extras.
S.B. 350.00
Album leaves and stock pages with around 500 stamps
90% used. Cuba runs 1896 to 1926, including many King
Alfonso examples and overprinted US issues. Most of the
value is in the Puerto Rico collection with Cuba overprints,
and Alfonso XIII issues. May go a long way toward filling
in some of the gaps in your collection.
S.B. 150.00

Better stock than normally encountered to the second
half of the twentieth century. Some of the more difficult
items are present and there are back of the book items.
Useful material awaiting albums.
S.B. 750.00
An interesting mixture of collections from Denmark,
Faroe Islands, Aland Island, and the Vatican ending in the
early twenty-first century. There is also a small amount
of Finland, and Danish West Indies. Look for the goodies
and enjoy the search.
S.B. 400.00
Grouping of Denmark, Finland and Sweden, some
on album pages, mostly used, and well over a dozen
year packs unopened as sent from the respective postal
authority. Year packs are late 1970’s to early ‘80’s. Some
of the album pages are remaindered, but still some good
material left to go.
S.B. 300.00

WESTERN EUROPE
224



225



226

/

227

/

228

/

An attractive group of never hinged material with
good compact value on 102 size sales cards. Nearly all are
complete sets with good duplication. This one deserves
extended viewing so make time for it.
S.B. 6500.00
Wonderful selection of quality items all never hinged
on 102 size sales cards. Virtually all are in complete sets
with some duplication. The internet or show dealer will
find this group most useful.
Cat. 15400.00
An impressive group of over two thousand stamps to
1970s. Italy, Austria, Switzerland, and Monaco make up
the largest part. Back of the book is strong in areas. This
is an opportunity to acquire some interesting material.
Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1150.00
Western Europe collections/accumulations basically
from the 1860s to the 1990s in two cartons. Thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having advantageous backup
in various albums and stockbooks. Includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Iceland, and Liechtenstein. Take a peek,
you might like what you see.
S.B. 650.00
A real mixture of remaindered pages, glassines with
mint never hinged and a couple collections. The Greece
collection has a great start and deserves a careful look.
Other items should be searched for the goodies. Don’t
pass this one by.
S.B. 650.00
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229



A fresh group mostly Malta, Greece, and Liechtenstein.
Included are mini sheets and souvenir sheets that are great
for the show or internet dealer. Worth your time to view.
Cat. 5400.00

ANDORRA
230



231

/

Better values and sets, mostly of the French administration arranged on over thirty-five, 102 sized sales cards. All
are never hinged with some duplication. Fresh and clean
group. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 650.00
A Shared Principality. Promising collection of Andorran stamps issued under French and Spanish administration, 1930s to 2006. Mixed mint and used. Includes
noteworthy BOB representation. Mixed condition, but
overall collectable and pleasing. Carefully organized
assemblage, with all stamps placed into mounts on Davo
or homemade pages and housed in a Kabe binder. Some
years more complete than others. Photos show selected
highlights.
S.B. 450.00

237



238



239



240



241

/

ANDORRA-FRENCH
232



A terrific assortment with various topics, all mint never
hinged. Good duplicates for the internet dealer or to make
lists. The images are a good indication of the high quality.
Well worth a few minutes of your time for a viewing.
S.B. 1100.00

ARGENTINA
233

/

A better collection in a Scott specialty album. Beginning
in 1858 and continuing to the early seventies, with strong
back of the book. Includes officials, Souvenir sheets,
Ministry of the Interior overprints, and other ministry
overprints as well as the 1858 Buenos Aires selection.
The Latin America collector should inspect and enjoy this
collection.
S.B. 600.00

/

Armenia collection on Scott pages from 1919-1922 in a
pizza-size box. Roughly 175 mainly mint stamps having
backup. If you know this area, there could be some varieties and overprints that might be of interest. Well worth a
careful look.
S.B. 200.00

AUSTRALIA
235

/

A few thousand mounted on album pages or approval
type pages with issues to 2014. Wide variety with some
duplication. Mix of mint and used following the usual
pattern of early used becoming more and more mint.
Transferring to a new album will do wonders.
S.B. 400.00

AUSTRIA
236

/

PAGE 16

A beautiful Austria collection in two Scott specialty
albums to 2013. Almost complete and changes to mint at
the beginning of the twentieth century. Has a complete set
of Renner souvenir sheets. This is an outstanding selection.
Make time to view this collection.
S.B. 2700.00

Post-WWII all-mint Austrian Collection. Two volumes
appearing to be complete, 1945-1987, including BOB.
Much is MNH. Features many long sets such as official
Hitler overprints, birds, regional costumes, etc. Housed
in first-class hingeless Davo albums. Enormous topical,
cultural, and historical appeal. High overall catalog
value.
S.B. 400.00
Better values and sets arranged on twenty-two, 102
size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
A very attractive lot.
S.B. 375.00
Apple Strudel with Whipped Cream. One-volume
collection of Austria, including BOB and post offices
abroad, 1874-1988. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps
neatly mounted onto Scott specialty pages and housed in
a three-ring binder. Mixture of mint and used stamps, with
many complete sets. Top-notch condition throughout.
Cat. 2700.00

AUSTRIA AND AREAS
242

/

Austria and Areas collection in a slipcase specialty
album to mid-1970’s. Earlies are used, but overall 90%
mint and in mounts. Includes Dolfuss and costumes mint,
plus dues, military, airs, etc. Some Crete and Bosnia, but
no Lombardy-Venetia. Clean and well cared for. Ready
to expand.
S.B. 750.00

AUSTRIA AND BOSNIA
243

/

ARMENIA
234

An Austria 1962//1992 accumulation of singles and
sets in 865 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1500.00
A better group of never hinged sets with usable duplicates. Images are of all stamps. A great lot for the internet
or show dealer.
Cat. 3800.00

A remainders accumulation with better items in
early Austria (see images). Worth a few moments of your
time.
S.B. 120.00

BELGIUM
244

/

245



246



247



Belgium collection in a Scott Specialty album from
1849 to 1984. Comprises a couple of thousand different
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets. Many mint sets having some NH.
S.B. 1350.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on about fifty
102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A wonderful lot worth your time to view.
S.B. 1000.00
A Belgium 1942/1992 accumulation of singles and sets
in 1290 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 500.00
I Love King Leopold I! Forty-six examples of designtype A2. Varying margins and shades, assorted numerical
cancels and striking clarity. Must be examined for dimensions, paper type, and watermark presence or absence.
Potentially high catalog value. Examine and bid.
S.B. 180.00

BELGIUM AND BELGIAN CONGO
248

/

Thousands of stamps from collections that include
earlies and back of the book. Countries represented are
Belgium, Belgian Congo, and Belgian East Africa. Most
are on pages that were cut from albums also glassines
with some better items present. Mini sheets and souvenir
sheets add to this group. Well worth your time.
S.B. 2400.00

249

/

Two volume Belgium and Colonies collection with
emphasis on the first issues and railway parcel stamps
and cancels. Somewhat light on Semi-postals. Selection
of Congo and Rwanda with some attractive S.O.N. cancels, which we always enjoy. Look it over, opportunity
to combine and form a unified worthy collection.
S.B. 325.00

BOLIVIA
250

/

CANADA
255

/

Canada collection in six sparkling Lighthouse hingeless
albums in two cartons having stamps from 1897 to 2016.
Contains about $1,500 face plus philatelic items in mint
stamps mostly in full sets, some partial sets, singles, souvenir sheet, and booklets. Appears mostly complete from
1935 to end. Likewise includes filled hingeless pages with
stamps from 2017-2020 only needing an album. Also incorporates a few 1990s years sets as well as year sets from
the 1970s and 1980s in large manila envelopes. Spotted
2021 issues still in their post office issuing envelopes. A
comprehensive selection.
S.B. 1500.00

256

/

Albums, printed pages, 102 size sales cards etc. Includes
Jubilees and Admirals mint and used collection also a used
collection on White Ace pages. Many queens and Unitrade
varieties also revenues. Twentieth century mostly mint fine
to very fine. A bit of everything that deserves extended
viewing. Dig in.
S.B. 750.00

257

/

Scott Specialty album to 1987. Sparse before small
queens but well filled from there and virtually complete
mint from 1933 to the end. Includes (mint) Jubilees to
the $1 (except 20c); Quebec Tercentenary set; and good
officials. A used #4, 20, and a Bluenose are also here.
Condition is mostly F-VF or better but, stamps are affixed
with a mixture of hinges, mounts and tape (archival?).
With care, the tape is easily removed from stamps mounted
using it and we saw no detrimental effect to either stamps
or album pages. However, it is probably prudent to remount those stamps with a more philatelically friendly
method.
S.B. 700.00

258

/

259

/

A used collection beginning with # 4 and turning mint
in the early seventies continuing to 1990. Condition varies on the earlies as expected and the $2 Jubilee has been
repaired. A wonderful collection with many back of the
book items. Queens of 1897 – 1902 are complete as are
the Admirals. View the photos as this is a great collection
to expand.
S.B. 500.00
Canada Revenue collection/accumulation from 1868
to the 1960s in one carton. Encompasses hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup.
Contains Van Dam Volume 1 and 2 albums for Federal and
Newfoundland. Volume 1 binding has become detached
and electrical tape was attempted to reattach without success. Also includes four unused Van Dam albums for the
other provinces and a stockbook of duplicates. Unusual
offering.
S.B. 500.00

260



261



Bolivia collection from 1866-1971 in a Scott Specialty
album. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir
sheets, and BOB. Fantastic foundation for a decent Bolivian collection.
S.B. 450.00

BRAZIL
251

/

252

/

A better collection beginning in 1840s, changing to
mint in the 1950s, and continuing to 1973. Includes many
souvenir sheets and has good back of the book including
newspaper stamps. A desirable collection to bring up to
date. Take a few moments to view it.
S.B. 750.00
A group mounted on homemade pages, Scott pages, in
glassines and sales pages. Earlies to the seventies including souvenir sheets. South America collector may find
this group useful. Take time to look this over.
S.B. 300.00

BRITISH HONDURAS
253

/

A most useful collectors collection going to the mid1970s. Two sets of pages one emphasizing early material
the other later material with a good amount of duplication.
Souvenir sheets and some back of the book are present.
Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 550.00

BULGARIA
254

/

A good beginning to a comprehensive collection in a
Scott specialized album plus a stockbook with notable
items. The collection ends in the early 1970s and there is
strong back of the book. A good foundation to build upon.
Take time to view.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

All medium to better value singles and sets primarily
from the twentieth century. A nice clean lot of very saleable material. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 450.00
Attractive collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album
to 1978. Starts with 1897-98 Queen Victoria to ten cent
and later issues mostly of lower denominations, strength
in Admirals including imperfs, coils, also back of the
book with airmail, special delivery, war tax, officials, and
postage dues. Earlies mostly light hinged to original gum,
later never hinged. A fresh group mostly F-VF. Well worth
your time to view material of this quality. S.B. 450.00
PAGE 17
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262

263

/

/

264

/

265

/

266



Two Canada Master albums, a White Ace album and
some stock books 1859 to 2010. Strength is in the extensive mint issues 1990-2010, as well as some booklets and
a fair showing of earlies. Add in a pizza box of covers
and Revenues and a 2016 Spiral bound Canada Unitrade
Specialized catalog for a fun group with quality albums
ready to expand.
S.B. 400.00
An attractive tobacco revenue selection from the nineteenth century. Twenty-four clean items and all have been
photographed. Take a bit of time to view this impressive
group.
S.B. 350.00
Collection in two Scott specialized and two binders
mint and used organized and identified by Scott numbers.
Good duplication and perfect for the red box dealer. Very
usable material worth a view.
S.B. 300.00
Canada selection in one carton. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having backup. Incorporates one Minkus album 1869-1985, four White Ace
albums from 1950-1993 (Newfoundland binder lacking
stamps) and a stockbook of wide-range mint. Put it all
together to assemble a start to a Canadian collection.
S.B. 250.00
Small delightful random holding purchased as new
decades ago. A respectable number are back of the book
and should all be never hinged. This is one you will enjoy
inspecting.
S.B. 220.00

272



COSTA RICA
273

/

Desirable Costa Rica collection 1863 to 1955 for regular
issues and 1922 to 1970s for airs, overall 90%+ mint in a
slip case album. Collector spent time gathering varieties,
counterfeits, shades, some proofs and generally seeking
the higher quality material throughout. Express, Postal
Tax, Officials and some Guanacaste material round it out.
A great collection which highlights Costa Rica’s beautiful
issues. Check out the images and give this one a look in
person.
S.B. 550.00

274

/

Good collection in Schaubek albums with the pre 1960
being mint and used in a binder. After 1960 mint and most
never hinged to 2004. This is a group that a Latin America
collector can enjoy bringing up to date. Make time for a
careful view.
S.B. 750.00

275

/

Collection on sheets to build upon. A good group of
early material mostly in mint and continues to around the
end of the 1950s. airmail, and several souvenir sheets are
included. Placement in an album will enhance the value
S.B. 450.00
on this collection. Worth a look.

CUBA

CANADA AND PROVINCES
267

/

Canada and Provinces collection from 1858 to 1977
in a Scott Specialty album in a small box. Incorporates
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles. Includes mint Scott # 50-60,
96-103, Unitrade OX2-OX3, and Newfoundland C18.
Definitely well worth your time to inspection.
S.B. 750.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
276

/

CANADIAN PROVINCES
268

/

A wonderful mostly mint selection from New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward
Island. These are the perfect items to improve your collection. Take a close look you will enjoy this group.
S.B. 1350.00

CHINA
269



270

/

New issue holding primarily 1990s to about 2008.
Includes singles, sheets, and part sheets, along with presentation folders and stationery. Clean and fresh material
worth consideration. Take time to view.
S.B. 800.00
Selection of mostly used China, with much of the PRC
is reprints. The material is clean and fresh and worth your
time to view.
S.B. 450.00

PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
271

People’s Republic of China selection mainly from the
late 1980s to 2000 in a medium box. Hundreds of mint
stamps in full, partial sets and singles having profitable
backup either in #102 sales cards or glassines. Older
catalog values should be used only as a guide. Offered to
tempt you.
S.B. 200.00
PAGE 18

One pizza box with early PRC in several stockpages, plus
two small dealer binders of ROC with several sets in the
$50-80 range. Clean well-organized lot for this desirable
area.
S.B. 140.00

Beautiful collection of sharp material in three binders
going to the early 1990s. The back of the book is well
represented and many souvenir sheets. Placement in an
album will be the first step toward completion. Make time
to view this wonderful collection.
S.B. 450.00

DANISH WEST INDIES
277 // Danish West Indies collection from 1855-1917 in a pizza
size box. Roughly sixty mixed mint and used stamps on
album pages and about twenty unused postal stationery
items having a good variety. All pages have been scanned
for your viewing pleasure.
S.B. 300.00
DANZIG
278

/

An extremely attractive and complete collection including all the up and down burelage issues and all the
“Danzig” overprints. The owner paid careful attention
in selecting cancellations plus the souvenir sheets are
included. A very desirable tip-top condition collection.
S.B. 1600.00

279

/

A skinny stockbook holding a few hundred mostly used.
Wide variety of issues primarily with Zoppot cds’s. Lots
of items to give a specialist’s collection a bit of spice.
S.B. 250.00

FAROE ISLANDS

DENMARK
280



A Denmark 1965/2006 accumulation of singles and
sets in 335 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 500.00

288



281



Better values and sets arranged on over thirty, 102 size
sales cards. All are never hinged with some duplication.
A clean and fresh group chosen for centering. Terrific lot
to sell set by set.
S.B. 500.00

289



282

/

A good start to a Denmark collection going to the early
twenty-first century. Better quality than normally encountered will draw the attention of serious collectors. Worth
your time to view this one.
S.B. 475.00

283



A beautiful selection of mint never hinged singles and
sets with useful duplicates. Ideal for internet sales. Take
time to view this lot.
Cat. 5300.00

/

Dominican Republic collection on album pages, two
counter books and some souvenir sheets in original
presentation folders. Album and counter book material
is predominately used, with the rest mint. Some nice
souvenir sheets perf and imperf here.
S.B. 300.00

ECUADOR
285

/

A better collection than normally encountered in a Scott
specialty album. Most of the earlies are present as well
as souvenir sheets then continuing to the 1970s. Back of
the book is well represented making this a great start to a
top-notch collection. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 600.00

290



291



292

/



Unusual Egyptian Revenue collection in two boxes
from mid to later 20th century. Collector apparently had
access to some governmental materials and accumulated
much original documentation along the way. Issuing
entities include various governmental and commercial
syndicates, with the adhesives, embossed and stamped
revenue paper and printed revenue paper all as original.
The collector wrote up several of the individual items
pointing out various listed and unlisted varieties. Included
is the collector’s copy of the Feltus’ Egyptian Revenue
catalog, inscribed and signed by the author. A trove of
truly seldom seen original material to delight the specialist, acccompanied by an excellent catalog to decode the
whole thing.
S.B. 1600.00

293



294



295



296





Ethiopia collection from 1894-1977 in a Minkus album.
Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial
sets, and singles. Often forgotten country now available
for your viewing pleasure.
S.B. 600.00

A better group of never hinged sets with usable duplicates. Images are of all stamps. A great lot for the internet
or show dealer.
Cat. 7860.00
A France 1929/2007 accumulation of singles and sets in
520 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 2400.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on over ninety
102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A beautiful lot of outstanding items worth your time
to view.
S.B. 1700.00
French Graphic Artistry. Over 150 mostly different
imperfs from the 1970s and 1980s. Strong topical appeal.
Colorful and fresh. Low reserve.
S.B. 150.00

FRANCE AND OFFICES
297

/

A terrific start to a France collection with the Strasbourg and Pexip sheets. Wonderful selection of semipostals and other back of the book. Most of the collection
is mint. A collection you can enjoy expanding.
S.B. 1500.00

FRANCE AND AREAS
298

/

299

/

ETHIOPIA
287

A Finland 1965/2006 accumulation of singles and sets
in 335 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1050.00
Better values and sets arranged on about sixty 102 size
sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. Fresh
material for dealer or collector. Take a look. S.B. 650.00
A better collection to the early twenty-first century.
Good back of the book representation. Worth your time
to view.
S.B. 375.00

FRANCE

EGYPT
286

New Issue Treasure Trove. Faroe Islands new issues,
late 1970s to around 2007, in one carton. Small, useable
quantities. Semi-organized and safely packed in glassine
envelopes. Includes singles, sets, miniature sheets, and
booklets.
S.B. 475.00
A usable group of booklets with duplicates. Great for
the internet dealer or for lists. Take a moment to view.
S.B. 375.00

FINLAND

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
284

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

France and Areas collections/selection from 1885 to
2006 in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets. Incorporates two France Lighthouse
albums from 1970-2006, one Minkus 1930-1982, four
counter books and a small box of 1970s-1980s booklets.
Also includes Monaco from 1885-1984 in a Minkus album
and Andorra in a Lighthouse album from 1931-2004.
S.B. 450.00
An attractive quality group that deserves a thorough
investigation by the France collector. Well worth a careful
look so make time to view.
S.B. 400.00
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300



France and Area. Six small stockbooks populated with
desirable twentieth-century mint singles and sets. Imperfs
and booklets also noted. Much topical appeal. Includes
material from France, Monaco, French Andorra, etc.
Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 350.00

308

/

309



FRANCE AND COLONIES
301

302

303

/

/

/

A wonderful collection in six Scott specialized albums,
one France and Offices the others mint and used colonies.
Moderately populated with quality stamps. These are a
great beginning for a France enthusiast. A group you can
take your time to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1800.00
France and colonies selection two cartons. Contains
around 2,600 #102 sales cards in seven red boxes having
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. After spot checking appears to be mainly mint. Includes A-W colonies
from 1892 to the 1980s and France from the 1920s to the
mid-1990s. Red boxes average from a couple hundred to
just about 500 cards. Older catalog value which typically
runs from $1.00 to $10.00 and up should only be used as
a guide. Ready for integration into an existing stock or
for internet sales.
S.B. 450.00
France and colonies selection in a banker’s box.
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on trimmed album or
quadrille pages, glassines, or loose having backup in three
small pizza size box. Colonies runs from the 1870s to the
1980s and includes Senegal, Reunion, Madagascar, Syria,
Lebanon, Martinique etc. France basically runs from the
1980s to late 1990s which involve mostly mint stamps.
A thought-provoking lot
S.B. 250.00

FRENCH COLONIES
304

305

306

/



/

An outstanding group of over three dozen different
colonies that are strong in the early period. Includes many
long sets. This is a quality group the colony collector will
enjoy inspecting. Make time to view this one.
S.B. 5500.00
Cancel collection mounted on attractive homemade
pages. This group will enhance any cancelled colonies
collection. All pages have been scanned and cancellations
indicate where they were used. A lovely group worth a
strong bid. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 750.00
A lovely group of colonies and offices with many early
items and going to the late 1950s. Reunion is strong as
well as Indochina and French Morocco. This one really
deserves an extended viewing.
S.B. 475.00

GERMANY
310

/

311



312

/

313

/

314



315

/

316



317

/

GERMAN STATES
307

/

PAGE 20

German States collection on clean Scott album pages
in a pizza size box. Approximately 600 mixed mint and
used stamps in full and partial sets from 1850-1920. Nicely
mounted in black mounts by a conscientious collector.
Includes Baden, Bavaria, Bremen, Hamburg, Hanover,
Lubeck, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein,
Thurn & Taxis, and Wurttemberg. Delightful holding
waiting to be examined by appreciative viewers.
S.B. 1000.00

Nineteenth-Century Pride. Clean collection of German
states. Mint and used. Includes respectable representation
of Baden, Bavaria, Hannover, Prussia, Saxony, Thurn
and Taxis, Wurttemberg, and North German Confederation, selected items are present from Bergedorf, Bremen,
Brunswick, Hamburg, Lubeck, and Oldenburg. Mixed
condition. Dignified assemblage, with all stamps placed
into mounts on homemade pages and all pages housed in
protective sleeves. Ready for further development. Photos
show highlights.
S.B. 600.00
Prussian Revenue Stamps and Partial Documents.
Small, useful assemblage of assorted (West) Prussian
revenue stamps, mint, used, and on piece. Also contains
ten or more partial documents (with stamps and cancels).
Manageable lot of a specialty niche of German areas collecting.
S.B. 60.00

Germany collection in a clean Scott album and slipcase
from 1868-1949. Contains Empire, Republic, and Allied
Occupation having hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Contains
some souvenir sheets but missing the better ones. Includes some fascinating “Shield” issues. Conscientiously
mounted in black mounts by a meticulous collector. Out
of sight collection which needs your attentive viewing to
fully appreciate.
S.B. 3250.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on over eighty
102 size sales cards plus included are souvenir sheets.
All never hinged with some duplication. A clean and fresh
group of quality worth a view.
S.B. 2400.00
A great collection with many of the earlies going to the
beginning of the twenty first century in two Scott specialty
binders. Condition is of higher quality and good back of
the book. Prepare yourself for an extended viewing.
S.B. 1400.00
Germany Federal Republic collection in two clean Scott
albums and slipcases from 1949-2015 in a carton. Thousands of mainly mint but some used stamps in full, some
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Methodically
mounted in black mounts by a conscientious collector.
Terrific collection ready for continuation. S.B. 750.00
Used Germany 1875 to 1944. Includes inflations. Unpicked for cancels, mostly fills a sixteen page stockbook,
appears all different.
S.B. 290.00
Several hundred German revenue stamps mounted on
over 60 blank pages in a three-ring binder. Spans from
the 1850’s to past WWII with representation from German States, some railway seals, Stuttgart Furniture Fair
stamps, and many other interesting items. Seldom seen
as an organized collection; the photos hint at the diverse
nature of this lot.
S.B. 280.00
An interesting group of Germany and German colonies. Shanghai cancellations noticed and photographs of
the time. This one may have sleepers the specialist may
notice.
S.B. 200.00
Se-Tenants, Tête Bêche, and Olympics are included in
this mostly Deutsches Reich material with the majority
never hinged. This is a clean group that deserves a serious
look.
S.B. 200.00

318

/

319



Post war locals mostly mint never hinged with a few
stuck. High catalog value. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 200.00
Germany “Sondderpostwertzeichen” (Special Postage Stamp) original folder consisting of thirty-five all
different NH mint stamps in full sets and singles from
1949-1952. An unusual philatelic find in remarkable
condition.
S.B. 100.00

GERMANY AND AREAS
320

321

322

/

/

/

323



324

/

325

/

326



327

/

Germany and Area collection in a Scott Specialty
album. Thousands of mainly mint but also some used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets.
Germany is mostly mint runs from 1905-1949. Area
consists of Saar from 1921-1957 mixed mint and used
mainly in the earlies plus General Government, Serbia,
and Post WW II Occupation. Missing the keys but still a
respectable offering.
S.B. 750.00
The Germany portion of one man’s collection housed
in two Minkus albums and three stockbooks. The first
album contains German empire through modern times and
includes Berlin, Saar and other related areas with several
better sets and representative coverage throughout. The
second album holds DDR and the stockbooks contain the
collector’s duplicates, both mint and used. Finally, there
is a small book of 1970’s ersttagsblatts. Worth a review
and a bid.
S.B. 600.00
Germany and Area selection from the 1860s to the
1990s in a banker’s box. Thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets mainly on trimmed album pages, glassines, or loose
having backup in two small pizza size box. Includes some
States, Danzig, General Government, Bohemia-Moravia,
as well as German proper. Useful for plugging holes in
your Germany and international albums.
S.B. 350.00
Mostly postwar material with most never hinged.
Includes good value in Berlin. A nice clean group to look
through you may find a few goodies. Worth a view.
S.B. 750.00
A used group of over a thousand stamps up to the
1940s with many interesting items and some scarce ones.
Inflationary period is represented, souvenir sheets and
Bavaria are present. An interesting lot waiting for your
inspection.
S.B. 750.00
A few collections with the best a parallel mint and used
collection to 2013 with most of the value in the post war
period. Also includes early Germany and Danzig. A nice
group to build upon. Worth the view.
S.B. 700.00
Collection of a few hundred different plus souvenir
sheets in two Lighthouse albums with slipcases. Runs
from 1933 to the end of the war. An especially clean and
S.B. 475.00
fresh collection of European quality.
German Area WW II selection from 1939 to 1947.
Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
having beneficial backup in full, partial sets, singles,
and some souvenir sheets in ten folder or binder collections. Includes three Poland General Government, two
each Croatia, Serbia, and one each Bohemia-Moravia,
Slovakia and Germany Occupation French Zone. Readily
saleable.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

328

/

Pickles, Sausage, and Beer. Neat, clean bread-andbutter German collection, nineteenth century to 1972.
Contains a few thousand mint and used singles and sets.
Housed in a serviceable Minkus specialty album. Decent
representation of stamps in sections for German Empire
and Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Berlin, and the German Democratic Republic. Uneven
coverage of other areas. Loads of catalog value. Could
be the starting point of a great collection. S.B. 250.00

329



Four Lindner albums moderately populated including all used from Bundesrepublic era, East Germany and
Berlin. A clean group with many complete sets. Take time
to view.
S.B. 220.00

GERMANY AND BERLIN
330



A Germany & Berlin 1924/1960 accumulation of singles
and sets in 1270 glassines from the Wolverine Estate.
Includes some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH.
Good topical potential.
S.B. 2900.00

331

/

Germany and Berlin collections/accumulation mostly
from 1946 to the 1990s in one carton. Thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial backup in
various albums and stockbook. Combing through might
find the missing items for your collection and then resale
the rest.
S.B. 550.00

BERLIN
332



Berlin nearly complete collection on sparkling Scott
album pages in a pizza size box. Comprises hundreds and
hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets from 1948--1990. Neatly mounted in black mounts
by a diligent collector. Opportunity to purchase a “dead”
issuing entity.
S.B. 500.00

GERMAN AREAS
333

/

Germany Plebiscite Regions collection in a sparking
Scott album and slipcase. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint with just a few used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from 1920--1956.
Meticulously mounted in black mounts by a diligent collector. Encompasses Allenstein, Danzig, Marienwerder,
Memel, Saar, and Upper Silesia. Also includes German Administration and Occupation for WW I & II for
Belgium, Bohemia-Moravia, Slovakia, Alsace-Lorraine,
Luxembourg, Poland, Russia, and Serbia. Wonderful collection that would look snappy on your shelf.
S.B. 1800.00

334

/

A wonderful collection lightly populated in the early
years then strongest in the colonies (see images) and has
a particularly good Danzig. This is a quality holding that
needs new albums. Plan for an extended viewing.
S.B. 1350.00
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335

/

Old-World Mint and Used Collection. Mounted on
old-fashioned gilt-edged pages with occasional pencil
notations. Includes pages for Offices in China, Offices in
Levant, Offices in Morocco, German New Guinea, German East Africa, German Southwest Africa, Cameroons,
Caroline Islands, Kiautschou, Marianen, Marshall Islands,
Samoa, and Togo. Most spots filled; missing only the
more elusive stamps. Fresh appearance, with generally
F-VF centering. Noted hinged, MLH, and MNH; some
with no gum. Also found lightly canceled used stamps.
Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 800.00

GERMANY-SUDETENLAND
342



EAST GERMANY
343

/

GERMAN OFFICES
336



German Offices collection on clean Scott album pages in
a pizza size box. Around 130 mint stamps in full and partial
sets from 1884-1911. Nicely mounted in black mounts
by a meticulous collector. Includes China, Morocco, and
S.B. 400.00
Turkish Empire. Ready for completion.

338





Germany Offices in the Turkish Empire. Stunning
all-used overprint collection, 1884-1912. Also includes
a few early non-overprint items. Carefully mounted on
homemade album pages. All stamps identified and valued
according to a recent edition of the Michel specialized
catalog. Appears to be complete for the time period. F-VF
throughout. Enormous catalog value. Some high values
expertized. Seldom seen quality, not to be missed. Photos
show entire lot.
S.B. 400.00
German offices in Turkey. The German collector will
find this an attractive well centered group. One that is
not to be missed. Images are of all stamps. Inspect and
enjoy.
S.B. 200.00

GERMAN COLONIES
339

340



/

German colonies collection on sparkling Scott album
pages in a pizza size box. About 250 mint stamps in full
and partial sets from 1897-1916. Attractively mounted
in black mounts by a scrupulous collector. Incorporates.
Cameroun, Caroline Islands, East Africa, Mariana Islands,
New Guinea, Southwest Africa, Kiauchau, Marshall
Islands, Samoa, and Togo. Set up for completion as the
empty spaces and pages are just waiting.
S.B. 750.00
German Colonies Collection. Mounted on hingeless
KA-BE pages with light pencil notations. Mainly mint,
with some used material. Most spots filled, missing only
the more elusive stamps. Fresh appearance and generally
F-VF centering, etc. Noticed hinged, MLH, and MNH;
some with no gum, used stamps are clean and appropriately canceled. Photos show selected highlights. View lot
and calculate your bid.
S.B. 400.00

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
341 // German Southwest Africa selection from 1897-1913 in a
pizza size box. Includes thirty-seven mixed mint and used
stamps on Lighthouse page having some backup; many
signed including 25 pf Michel I. Likewise involves two
used postal cards and one cover. Compact and useful.
S.B. 300.00
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East Germany collection from 1949-1974 in a Scott
Specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint
but also some used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets. Nearly complete collection for the dates
ready for completion and continuation.
S.B. 300.00

GREAT BRITAIN
344



Collection of about one hundred mounted on attractive
homemade pages encompassing the 1870 to 1880 issues.
Many chosen for their clear cancels with a few premium
types included. A lovely group for the specialist.
S.B. 1700.00

345



A Great Britain 1963/1997 accumulation of singles and
sets in 315 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 800.00

346

/

Collection of mostly used from 1840 to about 1880
mounted on ancient European pages. A good lot for dealer
or collector and all have been photographed. A small group
with useful items.
S.B. 750.00

347

/

Beginner collection to 1998. Used turning to mint in the
1940s. Incomplete back of the book. Includes souvenir
sheets, Machins, and some regional issues. Worth your
time to inspect.
S.B. 600.00

348



349

/

Collection of wing margin copies of the 1872 to 1880
issues mounted on attractive homemade pages. All hand
picked for clear cancels. A lot for the specialist to inspect
and enjoy.
S.B. 475.00
Great Britain selection in seven clean Palo albums
and slipcases from 1851-1994 in two cartons. The first
two albums have several hundred mixed mint and used
stamps and the next two albums contain no stamps but
have pages to 2014. Two other albums also have pages for
Regions and Offices and the last album is just a binder and
slipcase. Well worth our suggested bid.
S.B. 250.00

GERMANY OFFICES IN TURKEY
337

Old collection of more than a couple hundred provisional cancels. Mostly different, primarily cancelled
Hindenburg issues on pieces.
S.B. 80.00

GREAT BRITAIN (CHANNEL ISLANDS)
350



Channel Islands postage selection purchased as new
issues by the owner in two cartons. Owner’s accurate
count of roughly 2,400 Pounds face having many still
in their original glassines with original purchase prices.
Runs from the 1980s to around 2009. Encompasses Jersey,
Guernsey/Alderney and Isle of Man. Contains full sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets (none from Jersey).
About 40% from Guernsey/Alderney, 40% from the Isle
of Man, and 20% from Jersey. All NH with tremendous
topical potential appeal. For the collector or for resale.
S.B. 750.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

GREAT BRITAIN (GUERNSEY)

HAITI

351



A Great Britain (Guernsey) 1969/1993 accumulation
of singles and sets in 145 glassines from the Wolverine
Estate. Includes some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all
NH. Good topical potential.
S.B. 500.00

352



A delightful selection of never hinged mini and souvenir
sheets. The internet dealer will find this group useful. Take
a few minutes to look it over.
S.B. 240.00

361 // A neat and clean group that continues to the nineteen
sixties with useful duplicates as singles and blocks. An
impressive selection of covers is interspersed throughout
the album. This is a must-see group for the Caribbean
collector and a wonderful collection to build upon.
S.B. 500.00

GREAT BRITAIN (ISLE OF MAN)
353



HONDURAS
362

/

A Great Britain (Isle of Man) 1973/2007 accumulation
of singles and sets in 220 glassines from the Wolverine
Estate. Includes some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all
NH. Good topical potential.
S.B. 500.00

GREAT BRITAIN (JERSEY)

HONG KONG

354

363



A Great Britain (Jersey) 1969/1993 accumulation of
singles and sets in 210 glassines from the Wolverine
Estate. Includes some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all
NH. Good topical potential.
S.B. 750.00

GREECE
355

/

356



357





/

365

/

366

/

Attractive never hinged sets with usable duplicates.
Ideal for the internet or show dealer. Images of all material
shown. Well worth your time to view.
Cat. 5935.00

367

/

Wonderful mostly never hinged collection that looks to
be complete to 2012, less the overprint color errors and
some parcel post. An opportunity to bring it up to date.
Worth your time to view.
S.B. 900.00

ICELAND

A Greece 1938//2007 accumulation of singles and sets
in 215 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 650.00

GREENLAND
358

359





Better values and sets arranged on over twenty-five 102
size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
A clean and fresh group worth a view.
S.B. 350.00

368

/

369



370



371



GUATEMALA
360

/

A highly specialized collection with a focus on early
overprint varieties and perforation varieties in the nineteenth and twentieth century issues. Also strong in airmail
issues. This is a collection the specialist can enjoy and will
entice the collector. Make time to view this one.
S.B. 700.00

Collection from the late 1980s to early 1990s in mounts
and appears never hinged. Fresh material that would be
easy to build upon. Worth the view.
S.B. 210.00

HUNGARY
364

A wonderful collection housed in a Scott specialized
album to 1994. Included is an interesting selection of
Hermes Heads, all photographed. Better items throughout
and a more extensive than usual back of the book. Inspect
and enjoy.
S.B. 800.00

Honduras collection in a Scott Specialty album. Comprise hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. Breakdown involves regular issues from 18651944 and BOB from 1880-1976. Might become a new
collecting area for the collector who wishes to expand
into a different country.
S.B. 600.00

A better collection than normally encountered. Strong
earlies of quality and strong back of the book with high
denomination early semi-postals. Appropriate for the
discriminating collector or dealer.
S.B. 900.00
Three stockbooks of material to the late 1960s. Nice
rudimentary collection to build upon and mount it in an
album. Take time to inspect this selection. S.B. 400.00
Extensive collection on album and homemade pages
and going to the mid-1970s. Earlies with some duplication,
souvenir sheets, and back of the book are well represented.
A little disheveled but well worth a look. S.B. 350.00
A pair of Scott Specialty binders to 1973 or so. Well
filled with a good selection of earlies. Pages and stamps
are sometimes duplicated, but not necessarily mint and
used. If you’re hungry for Hungary, take a look, you’ll
want to take it home.
S.B. 350.00

A good start to a collection. The nineteenth century needs
work then almost complete to 2009. Many souvenir sheets
and good back of the book. Certainly, worth a serious and
careful view.
S.B. 750.00
Small but powerful group of better sets and values
arranged on eighteen 102 sized cards. All never hinged
with some duplication. Neat, sharp, and perfect for resale.
S.B. 500.00
An Iceland 1961//1998 accumulation of singles and
sets in 250 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 475.00
Accumulation of fresh booklets that lends itself to the
topical collector. Interesting subject matter from gardens
to sports and of exceptionally fine quality. S.B. 375.00
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372



Attractive group of never hinged sets with useable
duplicates. Images of entire lot. A desirable fresh group
for the collector or dealer. Worth a few minutes of your
time.
Cat. 3090.00

ITALY
381



Better values and sets arranged on over one hundred
ninety 102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some
delightful duplication. A beautiful group of compact value.
This material really deserves an extended viewing.
S.B. 10000.00

382



A Italy 1952//2008 accumulation of singles and sets in
1900 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 5000.00

383

/

Italian Passion. Eye-catching collection of Italian
stamps, 1862-1995. Mixed mint and used. Includes strong
BOB representation. No Italian states or colonies. Mixed
condition, but overall collectable and pleasing. Well
organized offering, with all stamps placed into mounts
on homemade pages and all pages housed in protective
sleeves. Missing only the more elusive stamps. Photos
show selected highlights.
S.B. 900.00

384

/

Italy selection in several hingeless albums from the
1930s to 1972. Consists of a post WW II album from
1945 to 1972 having hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps, two Italian colonies albums which are virtually
empty plus another Italian album also sparsely populated
as well as an assortment of Vatican and others is a small
box. Set up for completion and continuation.
S.B. 500.00

INDIA AND STATES
373



A medium size box containing many hundreds of revenue stamps from India and States. Three binders house
a stock organized by federal or state with duplication. A
fourth binder houses revenues on documents. A stack of
revenues on larger size documents is here as are plastic
bags each holding a couple dozen or more duplicated
items. Many are Court Fee stamps but we note receipt,
“special adhesive” and many other categories, too. Look
no further than this lot for your new specialty.
S.B. 500.00

INDONESIA
374



A most useful collector’s collection in four Davo albums
plus a binder. The early material is present (see images)
and souvenir sheets. An opportunity to acquire interesting
material.
S.B. 750.00

IRELAND
375



376



377



378



An Ireland 1962//2009 accumulation of singles and
sets in 490 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1100.00
In a like new Scott specialty album this wonderful
collection appears never hinged after a spot check. This
material is the perfect beginning to an outstanding collection.
S.B. 550.00
Collection in a Scott Specialty album up to 2003. An
attractive group with airmails complete and from #169 on.
Mostly never hinged. Includes many of the mini sheets.
Needs some early items and is perfect for continuation.
S.B. 300.00
A better stock than normally encountered of never
hinged new issues from 2003 to 2012. Few hundred in
glassines including mini sheets and postage. A fresh group
that deserves a good look.
S.B. 250.00

ITALY-TRIESTE
385

/

ISRAEL
379

Better stock plus a start to a collection up to 1968 that is
looking for expansion. A clean group with useful material.
Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 300.00
380 // Israel selection in three cartons. Thousands of mainly
mint stamps in stockbooks and two pizza size boxes
purchased basically as new issues roughlyin the 1970s to
1980s as plate blocks, strips, and full sets having backup.
There are two albums having older issues which the
collector attempted to assembly into a collection. Also
incorporates an assortment of covers. Coming along for
the ride are some unopened stamp mounts, United States
and worldwide accumulation of mixed mint and used
stamps from the mid-20th Century to the 1980s. Please
inspect to come up with the right number. S.B. 300.00
/
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Fabulous AMG collection of Venezia Giulia and Trieste
Revenue issues on specialist pages in a three ring binder.
The collector noted specific items of special scarcity and
rarity on the plastic slipcover of many pages, but these
notations do not affect the stamps at all. Catalog numbers
appear to be Bush and Cass, a copy of which is included
with this lot. Many special callouts, TC-11a imperf
between strip of three, TC12a imperf margin, loads of
hand overprint items, gutter pairs, gutter strips of four,
includes a plating of possibly IC88, using Bush pages
for that purpose. Appears to cover all categories of AMG
Revenue stamps of this area. A superb collection seldom
seen. Be sure to look it over.
S.B. 2000.00

ITALIAN AREAS
386

/

Mix of mostly mint Italian Colonies and Offices in
mounts on high quality Lighthouse pages. Somalia,
Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, Trieste, Rhodes and about 18
different Offices are included. Attractive, well cared for
material. Catalog values on the pages should be ignored
as often they are not accurate. Have a look. S.B. 325.00

ITALIAN COLONIES

LUXEMBOURG

387

396



397



398

/

399

/

400



401



/

Out-of-the-Ordinary Find. Powerful collection of
stamps from assorted Italian colonies, nineteenth
century to 1940s. Mainly mint, with some used. Includes
Cyrenaica, Eritrea, general colonial issues, Italian East
Africa, Libya, Tripolitania, Italian Somaliland, Rhodes,
and Fiume. Sharp, fresh, clean condition. Traditionally
organized, with all stamps placed into mounts on homemade pages and all pages housed in protective sleeves.
Often missing only the most elusive stamps. Some items
might need an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Photos
show selected highlights.
S.B. 1300.00

JAPAN
388

/

Collection beginning in the 1870s with many desirable
items. Included are the Park issues with souvenir sheets,
and airmail and mint definitives of the 1940s and 50s.
Take time to view this group as it is a collection to build
upon.
S.B. 1100.00

KOREA
389

/

An outstanding collection in two Minkus albums going to the late 1970s. The souvenir sheets continue to
the mid-1980s. The Korean War flags are complete and
there are sixteen of twenty War Flag souvenir sheets. The
early years are lightly populated but the later are virtually
complete. This one deserves some serious viewing.
S.B. 1200.00

LIBERIA
390

/

A particularly good start to a collection most of the
early issues are present to around 1940, plus back of the
book and mint sheets. Take your time looking this one
over you will find it interesting.
S.B. 200.00

LIECHTENSTEIN
391



392



393



394



395

/

All mint collection plus some covers to 2016 on homemade pages and in six, three-ring binders. Starting in the
late 1920s mostly never hinged. Includes many sets in
blocks or mini sheets. An outstanding collection worth a
careful view.
S.B. 3000.00
A Liechtenstein 1945//1997 accumulation of singles and
sets in 300 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 900.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on over forty
102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A wonderful lot worth your time to view.
S.B. 800.00
New issues from about 1980 to around 2017 in glassines.
Quantities look like they are up to six. A fresh and clean
group ideal for the internet dealer. Worth the time to
view.
S.B. 700.00
Attractive mainly used collection well organized and
mounted in stock pages with around 390 stamps and
souvenir sheets from 1912 to the 1970’s. Includes a #104,
105, and 107a. May need an expert’s eye to verify the
cancels.
S.B. 500.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

A Luxembourg 1947//1989 accumulation of singles and
sets in 350 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1100.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on about thirty
102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
S.B. 700.00
Luxembourg collection in a Scott Specialty album from
1852 to 1975. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps nicely mounted in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets. Clean collection waiting for
completion and continuation.
S.B. 700.00
Collection of several hundred different in two Lindner
hingeless albums with issues to 1998. Very clean mostly
mint with much never hinged. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 600.00
New issue holding formed from the mid-1980s to about
2007. Includes booklets and souvenir sheets. Everything
appears to be in quantities of six. Take time to view this
fresh material.
S.B. 300.00
Better group of never hinged sets with usable duplicates. Images are of all stamps. A great lot for the internet
or show dealer.
Cat. 2335.00

MEXICO
402

/

403

/

Collection in a Scott specialized album continuing
to 1962. Many useful duplicates, souvenir sheets and a
particularly good air post selection. This is the perfect
collection to continue. Well worth a good view.
S.B. 450.00
Group of thousands with an emphasis on the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Airmails are
also well represented. Well worth a view. S.B. 375.00

MONACO
404



405



406



A Monaco 1955//1992 accumulation of singles and
sets in 535 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 2600.00
Wonderful all mint collection to 2013 in binders. The
collector took great care in assembling this group and
much of the material is never hinged. A nice clean lot to
bring up to date.
S.B. 1800.00
Better values and sets mostly arranged on about thirty
102 size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A wonderful lot worth your time to view.
S.B. 500.00

NETHERLANDS
407



408

/

A Netherlands 1978//1989 accumulation of singles and
sets in 420 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1000.00
An almost complete collection to 2005 on Scott specialty
pages. Many of the more elusive early items are present
but a few are yet to be acquired. Semi-postals are strong
but other back of the book areas need work. It is worth
your time to look this collection over.
S.B. 600.00
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409

/

Scott specialty album to 1978 mostly used including #
1-3 to early 1930s afterward mounted mint and mostly
never hinged. Semi postals are original gum to mostly mint
never hinged. Many complete sets from 1906 on and back
of the book lightly populated. East Indies mostly used and
New Guinea, Antilles, and Surinam all mint fine to very
fine. A useful collection to build upon.
S.B. 300.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
410

/

Netherlands and colonies accumulation from 1852 to
the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands and thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having a lot of backup in several albums, binders, circuit books, envelopes, glassines
etc. plus a few postcards and covers. An entertaining lot
for constructing a Dutch collection or for searching for
cancellations or varieties. Worth exploring. S.B. 250.00

NICARAGUA
415

/

416

/

417

/

Collection in a Scott specialized album that begins in
1922 and turns to mint during the 1940-50s and continues to 1976. A high number of souvenir sheets and an
extensive selection of airmails. A great collection to work
toward completion.
S.B. 500.00
Nicaragua remaindered collection from 1862-1937 in a
Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets. Marvelous foundation collection.
S.B. 450.00
Attractive mint and used collection in Specialty album
from #1 to mid-1970’s. Perhaps a couple thousand FVF,
includes earlies with reprints vs originals documented on
each page. Early mountain series, Rivas issue, decent airs
and dues, etc.. Clean collection ready to expand.
S.B. 350.00

NETHERLAND COLONIES

NORFOLK ISLANDS

411

418



A used, well centered collection of the colonies. Strong
in the early years and includes back of the book. Surinam
continues to the early seventies the others before that.
Take a good look at this very collectible material you will
appreciate the quality.
S.B. 800.00



NEW CALEDONIA
412

/

More South Pacific Color and Charm. Two-volume
collection of New Caledonia, 1859-2009, including BOB.
Sharp, fresh, clean appearance. Enviable condition. Traditionally organized, with all stamps placed into mounts
on homemade pages and all pages housed in protective
sleeves. In general, the assemblage is missing only the
most elusive stamps; however, there are occasional gaps
of coverage in the later years. Some items might need an
expert’s eye for full evaluation. Loads of topical appeal
and high overall catalog value. Photos show selected
highlights.
S.B. 500.00

NORWAY
419



420



421



422

/

423

/

NEW ZEALAND
413

414



/
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Collection beginning in 1920 and ending at the end of
the 1980s housed in three Davo albums with dust covers
is a great start for the collector. Included is a group of
mostly souvenir sheets in small quantities all never hinged.
Especially clean and fresh and deserving of much interest.
Well worth the time to view.
S.B. 450.00
A Scott Specialty album housing mint and used. The
earlies are in the usual condition, becoming nicer towards
the 1900’s with mixed mint and used from there until about
1960. The 1960 to 1990 period is fairly complete mint,
either mounted or in glassines between the pages. Back of
the book includes semis. C1-8, some officials, and J1-10.
A bit of Ross Dependency rounds out the album. A solid
start in a nice condition album worthy of continuation.
S.B. 300.00

Norfolk Island collection in a hingeless album from
1940-2014 in a medium carton. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Unfortunately, the album pages have stains
probably from water or some other liquid from 1940 to
around 1964 as such these stamps should be disregarded
when calculating this lot. Also the album has lost its front
cover and additional pages have stains but the stamps
appear fine. All you need is a new hingeless album and
replacement stamps to have a super collection. Offered
appropriately.
S.B. 100.00

Nineteenth century cancel collection mounted in attractive homemade pages. All pages have been scanned
illustrating the many number and cancels, mostly town.
This is a quality lot for the specialist or wannabe. Inspect
and enjoy.
S.B. 1500.00
Better values and sets arranged on around sixty 102
size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
A wonderful group well worth your time to view.
S.B. 1100.00
A Norway 1944//2018 accumulation of singles and
sets in 430 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 900.00
Better collection of quality in a Scott specialize album
missing only a few earlies and turning all mint in 1942
continuing to 2004. Good back of the book especially
officials to 1974. A second collection of moderately populated cancels runs from 1996 to 2010. Great for further
expansion.
S.B. 475.00
Wonderful start to an impressive collection on Scott
specialty pages with many of the more challenging items
present. Particularly good back of the book. This one
worth the few minutes needed for a thorough viewing.
S.B. 450.00

PANAMA
424

/

Very nice 99% mint collection of Panama in a Specialty
album from 1878 to 1976. Collector found lots of varieties, perf/imperf and some specialties like a 1952 UPU
Congress booklet and a full page study of #233 overprint
varieties. Very clean, attractive collection that accentuates
many of these fine stamps. Take a look.
S.B. 500.00

425 // Better group with many overprint varieties and includes
three covers. A great lot for the specialist. Well worth your
time to view.
S.B. 375.00
PARAGUAY
426

427

/

/

Attractive better collection to the mid-sixties. Quality
items and a large airmail selection indicate it was assembled by a serious collector. South American collectors take
a good look at this one. You will not be disappointed.
S.B. 500.00
One of our short boxes with a nice collection on Scott
pages, and in glassines and two counterbooks. Much that
is not Scott-listed topical material, plus other mint. Clean
collection little duplication.
S.B. 350.00

PERU
428

PHILIPPINES
429

433



434

/

435



436



437

/

/

Better collection to the early 1970s with extensive airmail selection and other back of the book. An absorbing
collection that requires careful study and diligent search
to work toward completion. A wonderful group to add to
your philatelic holdings. Well worth a view.
S.B. 475.00
Philippines holding from the 1890s to the 1980s in two
cartons. Comprises thousands of mainly used stamps in
ten binders or stockbooks having beneficial backup. Also
entails a binder of Canal Zone which is coming along for
the ride. Good for searching for cancels and varieties.
S.B. 200.00



431

432

/

/



A nice attractive collection including back of the book
to the early 1990s. Occupation stamps, Exile Government items and others are present. An interesting group
that would be great to continue. An appropriate lot for the
discriminating collector or dealer.
S.B. 600.00
Scott specialized album more than three quarters
complete to the early 1960s. The stamps in the album
are of European quality and there is additional material in
a binder stuffed with stockpages. A close view will reveal
the gems.
S.B. 500.00
German-Polish Revenue Stamps and Documents. Compact accumulation of over one hundred revenue stamps
and approximately forty partial documents and receipts,
mostly pre-1945. Most material seems to have originated
in Danzig and Marienwerder (Gdansk and Kwidzyn).
Knowledge of both German and Polish recommended for
a full evaluation of the lot.
S.B. 80.00

Better values and sets arranged on over thirty 102 size
sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A
beautiful group worth your time to view. S.B. 700.00
Attractive group of all never hinged souvenir sheets.
Great addition to dealer stock. Take time to view this
one.
S.B. 650.00
Wonderful selection of early material ending with the
Vasco da Gama issue. Overprints are present and some
scarcer items. A strong collection awaiting a new album.
Not to be missed.
S.B. 500.00

Attractive group of mini sheets and souvenir sheets with
duplicates from the early twenty-first century. Includes
items from the Azores and Madeira. All never hinged
and would be great for dealer’s stock. An opportunity for
quality material.
Cat. 3775.00

PORTUGAL COLONIES
439

/

Collection of several thousand different mounted on
homemade pages. All colonies are represented. A remarkable group that will pique collector interest. A wonderful
collection that deserves a careful view.
S.B. 2700.00

PUERTO RICO
440

/

POLAND
430

A Portugal 1972//2007 accumulation of singles and
sets in 520 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1100.00
Portugal collection in a Scott Specialty album from
1853 to 1972. Contains a couple of thousand different
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets. Collected as basic numbers so good
opportunities for the specialist.
S.B. 750.00

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
438

/

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

PORTUGAL

Puerto Rico collection from 1873-1899 in a pizza size
box. Roughly 185 mixed mint and used stamps on album
pages. Please inspect for condition as all pages have been
scanned.
S.B. 300.00

ROMANIA
441

/

Better collection to 1990s in attractive albums. The
earlies are moderately populated to the twentieth century
then virtually complete to the 1990s. Good back of the
book with interesting items. Well worth a close inspection.
S.B. 1250.00

442

/

443

/

Useful collectors collection of quality material continuing to the 1970s. There are areas that need work and other
areas that are strong. Good back of the book with many
interesting items. Nice collection to build upon.
S.B. 550.00
Useful collection going into the 1960s. The stockbook
has many of the earlier items and the binders are full
including souvenir sheets. Take time to view this lot.
S.B. 450.00
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RUSSIA
444

445



/

446

/

447



Twenty-four-page stockbook filled with Czarist period
used material. Beginning with Scott # 5 and continuing to
the 1913 issue. There are thousands of stamps many with
interesting cancellations. A selection for the specialist or
wannabe. This one really deserves an extended viewing.
S.B. 400.00
Three volume Russia collection that is lightly populated
to the 1960s then continues to the early 1990s. A separate
stockbook contains early Russia that is of quality. A desirable group and a careful viewing is suggested.
S.B. 375.00
Russia selection mostly from the 1920s to early 1990s in
one large carton. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps having useful backup in full, partial sets,
and singles in #102 sales cards or glassines. Beneficial
offering.
S.B. 350.00
All mint Russia from 1992 to 2005 in two Lighthouse
albums. Very clean, with some material yet unmounted
and left in packaging between the pages.
S.B. 350.00

RUSSIA AND AREAS
448

/

Russia and areas collection in a moderately filled Scott
Specialty album running to 1971. Stamps are mixed mint,
used, and CTO with favorable overall condition. A few
better sets or singles such as Russia 1284-8 and C75a are
present. These, and representation from the more obscure
areas such as South Russia and Siberia, make this one
worth viewing, bidding and owning.
S.B. 425.00

SAAR
449



Complete mint Saar collection from 1920-1957 in a
pizza size box. Contains full sets singles, and B64, CB1
souvenir sheets. Coming along for the ride are two folder
collections of mixed mint and used stamp extras which
could be used for trading or reselling. Neat comprehensive
collection well worth a bid.
S.B. 650.00

453



454



SOUTH AFRICA
455



One medium box filled with a few hundred mint stamps
in singles and sets, including pairs and blocks of four.
Noted presence of commemoratives, definitives, postage
dues, officials, etc. Stamps appear to be clean and fresh,
but they are housed in crumbling glassines, in a couple
well-worn sales sheets, and on a damaged stock page.
Found a few better pairs and many imprint and arrow
blocks. Could be the foundation of a successful collection
of this popular country’s stamps.
S.B. 200.00

456

/

457



A fresh and clean collection of European quality to
2006. The earlies are mostly used, and it changes to mint
at the beginning of the twentieth century. Many souvenir
sheets and much never hinged. A collection well worth
viewing.
S.B. 1100.00
A Spain 1976//1988 accumulation of singles and sets in
360 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 475.00

SPAIN

SPANISH COLONIES
458

/

SALVADOR
450

/

Attractive collection on Scott pages beginning in 1867
and continuing to 1972. Mostly mint with some interesting cancels included. A good selection of airmails with a
few registered items. Great start that requires a binder and
continuation. Enjoy viewing this lot.
S.B. 475.00

SAN MARINO
451

/

Nearly complete collection to 2020. Mostly mint and
never hinged begins in mid 1940s. A quality group that will
appeal to the discriminating collector This is a beautiful
holding that deserves an extended viewing.
S.B. 1600.00

452



A San Marino 1963//1990 accumulation of singles and
sets in 610 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1500.00
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All mint collection to 2009 with much never hinged.
Complete sets, good back of the book and housed in three
binders. This is one that was assembled by a serious collector. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1400.00
Better values and sets arranged on over forty 102 size
sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication. A
wonderful group worth your time to view.
S.B. 1100.00

Spanish Presence in Africa, the Caribbean, and the
Pacific. Two-volume collection of nineteenth and twentieth centuries. One of our strongest holdings in this area in
recent years. Enviable condition. Features numerous long
sets and bursting with popular topical material. Missing
some of the more elusive stamps in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries and some singles or sets from
more contemporary times. Traditionally organized, with
all stamps placed into mounts on homemade pages and all
pages housed in protective sleeves. First-rate condition.
Some items might need an expert’s eye for full evaluation. High overall catalog value. Photos show selected
highlights.
S.B. 1300.00

ST PIERRE AND MIQUELON
459

/

French Presence in the New World. Two-volume collection of St. Pierre and Miquelon, 1885-2016, with
plenty of BOB representation. Bright, colorful, like-new
appearance. Packed with material in topnotch condition.
Traditionally organized, with stamps placed into mounts
on homemade pages and all pages housed in protective
sleeves. Missing a few early items and then occasional
gaps in the later years. Features lovely, long sets of earlytwentieth-century classics. Some items might need an
expert’s eye for full evaluation. Loads of topical appeal
and high overall catalog value. Photos show selected
highlights.
S.B. 1100.00

460

/

St. Pierre-Miquelon practically complete collection
from 1952-2014 in two old style Lindner hingeless albums in one carton. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds
of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. Also includes a collection on Scott pages from
1892-1952 having several hundred mixed mint and used
stamps having earlier issues but is a little messy. Popular
French self-governing territorial overseas collectivity.
S.B. 500.00

SWEDEN
461



462



463

/

A Sweden 1980//1998 accumulation of singles and
sets in 515 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1200.00
A Sweden 1967//2006 accumulation of booklets in 625
glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Clean and appears
to be all NH. Good topical potential.
Cat. 11000.00
Sophisticated collection of Swedish stamps, 1855-2016.
Mix of mint and used stamps, hinged or mounted onto
Scott specialty pages and housed in a Scott binder. High
level of completeness, missing primarily only the most
elusive stamps. First-rate condition throughout, with
strong BOB. Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 475.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

471 // Specialized collection of stamps and covers strong in
the Red Cross issues. From the late nineteenth century
through the twentieth century there are items for the
specialist. Beautiful, fresh and clean. An opportunity to
acquire some interesting material.
S.B. 450.00
472 / Small useful group souvenir sheets, booklet panes and
part sheets with gutters. Mainly mint NH F-VF
S.B. 150.00
473

Over seventy soldier stamps. Over half are proofs. FVF
S.B. 100.00
TURKEY
474



475



476

/

477

/

SWITZERLAND
464



465



Better values and sets arranged on around seventy 102
size sales cards. All never hinged with some duplication.
A lot well worth your time to view.
S.B. 1300.00
A Switzerland 1957//1990 accumulation of singles and
sets in 330 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1100.00

466 // Outstanding collection of World War I issue Swiss
Military stamps. Includes proofs, overprint proofs,
progressive proofs, sheet of ten, shades of paper, special
issues (chamois art paper), and more. A beautiful selection
for the specialist. This one really deserves an extended
viewing.
S.B. 900.00
467

Better group and all never hinged with useable duplicates. There are images of all stamps. Well worth a few
minutes of your time to view.
Cat. 6800.00
468 / Collection of many hundred mostly different to the
late 1960’s in a clean Scotts Specialty album. Other than
a handful of items it’s all NH F-VF or better. Strength is
in the regular issues and the semipostals, which include
most of the souvenir sheets. An advanced start for the
discriminating collector.
S.B. 800.00
4
69
/ Collection beginning in 1854 and continuing to the early
1960s. Some of the more difficult early items are present
and good back of the book. A new album would be the
encouragement needed to build a wonderful collection.
S.B. 475.00
470 / Collection to the late 1970s in two Lighthouse hingeless
albums. Quality material with nearly all the value is in
the semi-postals. A good collection to expand upon. Take
time to view.
S.B. 450.00

A Turkey 1946//1999 accumulation of singles and sets
in 400 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes some
B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 900.00
Over seventy-five sheets and mini sheets most of which
are complete. An interesting selection that is worth viewing.
S.B. 500.00
Good start to a Turkey collection. Many overprints to
be researched and good duplication in the earlies. Time
to inspect and enjoy. Well worth a view.
S.B. 450.00
Collection in a like new Minkus album to the 1970s,
moderately populated. The strength is in the early period
to about 1915 where it is well populated with quality
material, see images. This is a great start to a wonderful
collection.
S.B. 220.00

TURISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS
478

/

Mint and used accumulation of thousands, with the
majority 1980-1990s duplicate stock, some up to one
hundred. Many complete sets of clean fine to very fine
items. Deserves an extended viewing. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 750.00

URUGUAY
479

/

480

/

Better collection to the end of the 1960s including strong
airmails and other back of the book. This is one you will
want to take a careful look at. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 700.00
Uruguay collection on album pages and some glassines.
Mint and used stamps which appear to come from a few
different albums. An enjoyable weekend project to integrate everything into a whole awaits the winner, with a
nice collection as the result.
S.B. 300.00

VATICAN CITY
481



482

/

483

/

A Vatican City 1960//2000 accumulation of singles and
sets in 625 glassines from the Wolverine Estate. Includes
some B.O.B, clean and appears to be all NH. Good topical
potential.
S.B. 1300.00
Three collections to 2016 with many of the more difficult items present (see images). Useful duplication
that can be sold as sets. A wonderful collection to build
upon.
S.B. 800.00
Five White Ace albums, highly complete to 2013. Includes the 1929 surcharges. Nice and sharp and perfect
for continuation. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 750.00
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484

/

Wonderful collection nearly complete to 2020 with
only a few used items. The beautiful designs will attract
the attention of serious collectors. Deserves an extended
viewing. Enjoy.
S.B. 750.00

493



485



Special Dispensation Not Needed. Almost complete
mint collection of Vatican City stamps, 1929-1984. F-VF.
Lovingly assembled and displayed. Lacking only the most
elusive items. Spot checking shows material to be MNH.
Ready to be admired and continued.
S.B. 600.00

494



486

Attractive collection in a Scott specialized album, nearly complete to 1977 missing only the 1934 surcharges.
Mix of never hinged and original gum with most of the
earlies hinged. All in all, a beautiful collection.
S.B. 450.00

495





487



Attractive group of mini sheets and souvenir sheets
with duplicates from the early twenty-first century. The
all never hinged material would be great for dealer’s stock.
An opportunity for quality.
Cat. 2500.00

496



497



498



499



500



501



502



VENEZUELA
488

/

Venezuela collection from 1859-1968 in a Scott Specialty
album. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles having strong BOB. The majority
are mint issues. Tremendous collection from an era when
this country had a bright future.
S.B. 900.00

489

/

Venezuela collection of around 800 F-VF 95% used,
and some mint 1859 to 1966. Clean specialty pages, and
a good start to a popular collecting area.
S.B. 450.00

VIRGIN ISLANDS
490

/

Mostly mint collection hinged on Scott Specialty pages
ranging from first issues to 1988. Better stamps and sets
in the Kings and early QEII time periods including (all
mint) 21-29; 37; 45-46; 76-87; 102-113;115-127; and
144-158. A nice collection on clean pages (running to
1998) worthy of a review.
S.B. 300.00

WALLIS AND FUTUNA
491

/

South Pacific Charm. Lovely mainly mint collection,
1920-2000. Much NH. Delightful presentation, with all
stamps placed into mounts on homemade pages and all
pages housed in protective sleeves. Missing very few
items. First-rate condition. High overall catalog value.
Photos show highlights.
S.B. 475.00

COVERS
UNITED STATES
492
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(1) 5¢ Franklin right sheet margin copy franked on a folded
cover to Fairfield Conn. Tied with a red grid cancel and
red large cds at center. Stamp has 4 margins, cut close at
top and bottom. Few minor wrinkles, Fine. Cat. 425.00

(2) 10¢ Washington franked on a folded letter to Cleveland
Ohio. Tied with a red grid cancel and red large cds at lower
left. Horizontal and a couple vertical creases, stamp has
2 plus margins, cut in a bottom and upper right, Fine.
Cat. 1000.00
(13) 10¢ type I 1855 issue franked on a cover to Canada.
Tied with a black double oval Boston Mass cancel, oval
United States auxiliary mark at the lower left. Cover is a
few wrinkles and some reverse damage. Stamp is FairFine.
Cat. 850.00
(24) Two covers of the 1¢ type IV 1857 issue franked on
a cover. The first is a vertical strip of three tied with a
black cds. The second is franked on a handwritten folded
circular tied with a black grid. Both have minor wrinkles,
in addition, the cover has reverse faults. Stamps are FairFine Cover overall shows its age and with reverse damage.
Stamps are Fair-Fine.
S.B. 100.00
(24, 32 X2) 1¢ and 10¢ 1861 issued franked on a transAtlantic cover to Germany. Several noteworthy auxiliary
marks on both the front and back. Cover is a bit spoiled,
few wrinkles and reverse flap damage, stamps are FairFine. Interesting combination.
S.B. 80.00
(36) 12¢ black (plate1) vertical pair of the 1857 issue
franked on a trans-Atlantic cover to England. Tied with
a red town cancel and small red PAID LIVERPOOL BR
PACKET cds. at lower left and “Per Steamer Via Boston”
manuscript at upper left. 1989 PFC (203672) states, “it is
a genuine usage.” However, the certificate fails to mention flap has been damaged on the reverse. The stamps
are centered Fair-Fine.
Cat. 850.00
(64) 3¢ pink 1861 issue franked on a corner advertising
cover. Tied with a black grid cancel and large black NEW
YORK cds. at left. 1988 PFC (192793) states, “it is a
genuinely used on cover. However, the certificate fails to
mention the cover has been slightly reduced at left. The
stamp is centered Fine.
Cat. 725.00
(294-299) Complete set of the 1904 Pan-American issues
franked on a trans-Atlantic registered cover to Germany.
5¢ tied with a FX-NY1a(i)(ii) US Registry Exchange label.
All the stamps are tied with a light violet smudge mark.
Proper auxiliary markings at front lower left and receiving
marks on the reverse. Cover has been slit at the bottom
paper adheres and minor flap separation on the reverse.
A must have for a serious Pan-American exhibit.
S.B. 100.00
(397-400) 1¢ to 10¢ Pan-Pacific issues franked on a registered cover to Germany. Minor wrinkles F-VF.
S.B. 60.00
(C15) United States Graf Zeppelin cacheted First Flight
cover canceled on April 29, 1930 at Varick St. Station
New York. Mailed to Fargo, North Dakota. Backstamped
in Lakehurst on May 31.
S.B. 200.00
It’s Raining Covers! Two-box lot consisting of over
1,200 covers of all types. About half of the covers are
connected to Michigan in some way, including private
and business correspondence, postal cards, postcards, and
philatelic creations. The other half are first flight covers,
FDCs, military mail, and highway post office covers
from throughout the United States. Mixed condition, but
overall clean, attractive, and desirable. With its abundance
of rates, stamps, postmarks, auxiliary markings, cachets,
etc., this lot is worth considering. Photos show selected
highlights.
S.B. 1600.00

503



Three boxes of large three ring binders and two boxes
of sleeved and un-sleeved covers of Apollo, Skylab and
loads of other lesser-known space events. Lots of interest
and diversity here. Some military and other US topics
mixed in. Some duplication. A tour down memory lane,
but a serious accumulation for the space topical person.
S.B. 1000.00

504



Dealer’s Indiana D.P.O. stock. Over four hundred fifty
covers most are Indiana D.P.O.’s and other miscellaneous
items that slipped in and are interesting. This selection
will require additional time to view. Dig in and enjoy.
S.B. 800.00

505



506



507



508



United States mostly A-W Airport Dedication stock
from 1930 to 1970 in two file drawers. About 900 covers organized by state is ABC order. Already priced and
mainly in plastic sleeves. Set up to sell at a percentage of
marked price. All the work has been completed. All you
need to do now is sell!
S.B. 750.00
Six boxes of US mid-century First Day and Event
covers. Some military, space, and other topical interest.
Colorano and various other origins. Some duplication but
will replenish your stock nicely.
S.B. 650.00
One man’s accumulation and attempted exhibit of the
blue and red airmail “Jet” airmail stamps (C50-51,
C60-61 and the corresponding postal stationery). Housed
in 7 three ring binders, one of which is the stamps themselves with plate blocks, coils, and booklet panes with
misperfs and other interesting items. The remaining six
binders consist of hundreds of covers, many common but
several better. Also includes the designer’s autograph and
other ephemera related to the stamps. If you are looking
for that modern issue in which to specialize, here it is.
S.B. 500.00
Better U.S. Covers. Nineteenth century to 1940s. Gorgeous grouping of private and business correspondence,
along with early FDCs and other specially conceived and
prepared covers. Over seventy items, many addressed to
individuals and companies oversees. Noticed postal cards,
picture postcards, censored mail, early airmail covers,
military mail, etc. Some envelopes contain the original
letters. Review the lot for auxiliary markings, cachets,
and unusual postmarks and cancels. Photos show many,
but not all, of the covers.
S.B. 400.00

509 /FDC Over 1800 US FDC with cachets but unaddressed. We
saw late 1970’s issues, then a good spread to 2019. Singles,
mixed uses, blocks, partial panes, etc., smaller envelopes
to larger sheet sizes, lots of denominated postage and
forever stamps. Very clean, an attractive adornment for
your table.
S.B. 375.00
510 /FDC Over 2500 first day covers mostly unaddressed with a
variety of cachet makers from the 1930s to mid-1990s.
Some postal stationery is included as well as a few airmail
covers. Of special note are the dollar values of the Prexies.
Well worth the cover collectors time to view.
S.B. 375.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

511



512



513



514



515



516



517



518



519



520



United States assortment from the 1840s to 1929 in one
carton. Approximately 220 commercial covers, postal
stationery, and postcards in a binder and plastic pages. An
older selection having the majority from the 19th Century
including the Civil War era. Offers a variety of cancellations and destinations. Likewise incorporates volume one,
four and five Fifth Edition American Mail Catalog and
around fifteen Department of Treasury souvenir cards in
their original mailing envelopes.
S.B. 350.00
Two of our largest boxes of #10 business covers and a
collection of West Virginia town covers. A third smaller
box with a mix of FDC, military and other material. Fun
lot to cull through for your bourse table.
S.B. 300.00
An interesting mixed accumulation of covers and picture postcards. Primarily saved for the cancels which are
mainly RPO’s, APO’s and DPO’s. Also, includes a nice
selection of about twenty 19th century covers with Iowa
cancels. All priced and sleeved. Over a couple hundred
items in all.
S.B. 240.00
One hundred seventy Michigan covers many with small
town postmarks covering several decades. An interesting
lot for the cover collector to view.
S.B. 220.00
Treasure and Trash. Over 1500 envelopes, postcards,
and postal cards, along with approximately 2500 cut
squares and 2X4’s. Mainly twentieth century and almost
exclusively U.S. Loads of slogan cancels, automated
cancel styles, etc. Fun lot to sort through. Above average
condition. Watch for rates and auxiliary markings.
S.B. 200.00
An excellent selection of over eighty stampless covers
mostly from New England. The specialist will enjoy researching these individually. Take a few minutes to look
these over.
S.B. 200.00
Over five hundred twentieth century covers most from
1940s to 1960s. Interesting official mail and a few foreign
items enhance this group. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 200.00
United States selection from 1932-1935 in a pizza size
box. Entails over fifty covers for the USS Akron and
Macon mainly First Anniversary and In Memorial crash
covers. About half are nicely annotated and mounted on
pages while the remaining half are extras. A super lot.
S.B. 200.00
An eclectic accumulation of 19th and 20th century
covers. Everything from stampless to a Zeppelin flight.
Nothing really shines but is a good representation of the
various areas involved. Condition is lacking and very
mixed. Good batch of covers for someone that wants to
find their passion.
S.B. 150.00
Special for a Reason. Forty covers from a connoisseur’s
eclectic holding. Canceled between 1899 and 1940. Focus
on expo-related events and Farley postal matters. Overall
enviable condition, with generally clear cancels, cachets,
and other markings. Many items sleeved. Easy lot to view
and evaluate.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED NATIONS
521 /FDC United Nations Stockpile. Approximately 1800 FDCs
of singles and inscription blocks and around 200 souvenir pages, 1970s to 1980s. All three offices represented.
Noticed some duplication. Clean, excellent condition.
S.B. 300.00
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522



523



524



525



526



527



United States and worldwide First Flight stock from
1937 to 1977 in two file drawers. Approximately 800
covers consisting of mainly FAM 14 and 18 plus miscellany. Entails some interesting, better flights or destinations.
Already priced and basically in plastic sleeves. Ready to
sell at a percentage of marked price. Super selection which
should not be missed.
S.B. 1200.00
United States and worldwide First Flight stock from
1930 to 1979 in two file drawers. Roughly 900 covers
organized in order having a variety of FAMs from 1-46.
Appears to be no FAM 14 or 16 which are in additional
lots in this auction. Already priced and mainly in plastic
sleeves ready to sell at a percentage. If you like First
Flights this lot is especially for you.
S.B. 1000.00
United States and worldwide First Flight stock roughly
from 1939 to 1965 in one file drawer. Around 400 covers consisting of mainly FAM 18. Involves individual
and some jet flights. Already priced and mostly in plastic
sleeves set up to sell at a percentage. Come flight away to
many fascinating destinations as you view this holding.
S.B. 900.00
Worldwide Cover Hoard. Over 7,500 covers and
postcards in nine cartons. Primarily twentieth-century
material, including private and business correspondence,
postcards, and FDCs. Mixed condition and desirability.
Needs culling and organizing.
S.B. 750.00
United States and worldwide assortment from 1928 to
1945 in two medium cartons. Roughly 300 flight and commercial covers of which roughly 3/4 consist of an former
exhibit containing some Zeppelin flights, catapults plus
others in two oversized binders and pages. The remaining ¼ are mainly incorporate WW II censored covers.
Spotted some fascinating postal history but inspection
recommended as some items have condition concerns.
S.B. 450.00

Cover Mixture. Over 3,000 assorted covers in three
long boxes. Includes private correspondence, commercial
mail, postal cards, and postcards. Mainly U.S., but also
foreign representation. Some items unmailed, but most
material used. Noticed many interesting cancels, auxiliary
markings, labels, and stamps. Mixed condition, but overall
neat and clean.
S.B. 400.00
528

Worldwide Cover Holding. Two boxes with approximately 1400 covers of all types. Noticed FDCs, military
mail, special event covers, personal and business correspondence, etc. Focus is on the second half of the twentieth
century, and many items reflect an interest in ships and
boats for military, commercial, or leisure purposes. Overall
sound condition, with many covers in protective sleeves.
Photos provide an introduction to this lot. S.B. 400.00
529 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation roughly
from the 1860s to the 1970s in three cartons. Approximately 1,500 FDCs, event, commercial covers,
First Flights mainly from the 1930s, postal stationery and
some postcards. The bulk is common unused US postal
stationery filling almost two of the cartons. There are
pockets of interesting mainly US postal history and some
worldwide making this a worthwhile selection to search.
An old holding now coming onto the philatelic market.
S.B. 350.00
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530

Collector’s caboose of several cover collections in about
a dozen binders and a few plastic bags. Best appears to
be a binder of special delivery postal history. The viewer
will also find a binder of dentistry related covers, one of
modern officials, another of Palau covers, a collection of
7/1/71 covers, modern officials and a couple volumes of
worldwide mail from the 1970’s to early 2000’s. A small
plastic bag of Alaska items and a larger bag of HPO’s are
here as well. There many nuggets to mine in this widely
diverse lot, even if much is destined for a dollar table.
S.B. 350.00
531 /FDC United States and worldwide Statue of Liberty accumulation roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s in
two cartons. Approximately 500 FDCs, event, commercial
covers, postal stationery, and postcards in several binders
and loose. Searcher will be rewarded with discovery of
some nuggets. From the estate of the Statue of Liberty
exhibit which can be found as another lot in this auction.
S.B. 350.00
532 /FDC Four of our very largest boxes full of albums, loose
covers and FDC 90% of which is US, mostly from WW2
era onward, and bit of worldwide material along for the
ride. Interesting bit of Marilyn Monroe material, as well
as various promotional albums and products. Review with
your packaging filter on and see what you have.
S.B. 300.00
533

United States and worldwide assortment from 1911
to 1990 in a pizza size box. Incorporates about eight-five
first flight, event covers and postcards having several autographed. Likewise encompasses autographed letters (no
covers) related to aviation. Please check out the numerous
scans which tells the story of this lot.
S.B. 250.00
534

Over eight hundred covers in two Fleetwood albums
plus loose ones from a lifetime accumulator. Mostly U.S.
but some interesting items from other countries such as
Bahrain and ROC. There are treasures to be discovered.
S.B. 150.00


GENERAL FOREIGN
535

Diverse accumulation of around 2200 worldwide covers generally from WWI to 1970 or so. Virtually all are
sleeved, and priced $10-$50 with a few higher and lower,
overall owner’s retail over $40,000. A great lot with lots
of countries and uses to supplement your stock or find a
new collecting theme. Take some time to flip through this
one.
S.B. 2500.00
536

Diverse mid-century accumulation of WW covers.
Includes some WW2-era mail, colonies and a decent
proportion of airmail and post cards. A bit musty, but
there are some interesting individual items in here. Take
a look.
S.B. 300.00
537 /FDC Worldwide older accumulation from roughly 1940 to
the 1961 in a medium box. Around seventy FDCs. event
covers, and postal stationery in a binder. Spotted some
better Germany from the late 1940s as well Spain and
Portuguese colonies. An original holding. S.B. 250.00
538

Around a dozen WW II covers and ephemera assortment including five 1941 OHMS Canada internment
camp covers, one each British (Jersey), Danish, and
American Red Cross documents, Dachau cover, and Flossenburg subcamp postage card. An eclectic lot needing
an eclectic buyer.
S.B. 250.00


539



540



541



550



551



Small but fascinating assortment of roughly twenty
worldwide, Zeppelin, commercial covers and cards from
1831-1943. Involves Switzerland, Great Britain, Brazil,
and Algeria. Could be several sleepers here.
S.B. 150.00

BRAZIL

TOPICALS
542 /FDC Around 1500 sleeved and priced FDC and topical covers, 99% US. Animals to Ships, and some 1930’s-1970’s
categories, ranging $1 to $4. Ready to resell at your table
or fill gaps in your collection.
S.B. 600.00
EUROPE
543



A few hundred twentieth century covers. An interesting
lot to pick through so have a good view.
S.B. 150.00

544



Germany and Austria-Hungary WW I POWs in Russia having some in Siberia. Roughly thirty postal cards
in varying degrees of condition. Super for searching for
postal history.
S.B. 100.00

546





547



548



549



Out of this World. Small collection of Austrian rocket
mail. Fifteen covers from the estate of Austrian rocket
pioneer Friedrich Schmiedl, each individually numbered
in an issue of only fifty pieces. Each cover is franked
with an Austrian stamp and a rocket mail stamp. Most
have a certificate of authenticity from Primus. Fresh and
unusual.
S.B. 60.00
BOHEMIA-MORAVIA

552
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559



560



Austria accumulation from the 1870s to 2018 in a medium box. Roughly 300 commercial, event, flight covers,
and postal stationery. Variety for the collector interested
in this area. Worth searching.
S.B. 200.00
Austria-Hungary accumulation from the 1880s to
1910s. Over 300 mainly postally used postal cards. Great
for searching for town cancels, destinations or other varieties. Worth checking out.
S.B. 120.00

561



562



563



Austria selection of forty stampless covers from 1840s
and 1850s. Good variety for the Austrian postal historian.
S.B. 75.00

564



Immaculate Austrian Postal Stationery Collection.
Clean, fresh, annotated holding of sixty postal stationery items, 1864-1970s. Includes material from Offices
Abroad, airmail postal cards and envelopes, early postWWII postal cards, twentieth-century balloon mail, postal
orders, etc. Most items are mint, but we noticed examples
of commercial and philatelic use. A delight for area specialists.
S.B. 300.00

(4CL4) Brazil Graf Zeppelin First Fight cover cancelled in Rio De Janeiro on 24 Mai 1930. Transit cancels
of May 26 and May 27. Mailed to Mankato, Minnesota.
S.B. 75.00
Brazil Graf Zeppelin cacheted First Flight cover
cancelled in Recife on 28 Mai 1930 having one #4CL5.
Backstamped in Havana on June 2.
S.B. 200.00

Canada R-100 Zeppelin cacheted Flight covers cancelled on August 1.1930 in Montreal. Mailed to Chicago.
S.B. 200.00

GERMANY


Austria Graf Zeppelin cacheted South America First
Flight cover cancelled in Vienna on 24. VIII 1931, Friedrichshafen on 29.8. and backstamped Rio on 4 IX 1931.
Mailed to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
S.B. 150.00

Three Bohemia-Moravia postal card and receipts 194345 from the Theresienstadt Camp.
S.B. 50.00

CANADA

555

AUSTRIA
545
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Disinfected cover selection from the 1830s to the 1850s
consisting of ten stampless from the Italian States plus a
1734 Italian decree. Also includes two French sanitary
covers from 1739 and 1787.
S.B. 250.00
Mini Zeppelin Cover Hoard. Eight covers from seven
different countries. Mailed in 1929 (1), 1931 (4), 1934
(2), and 1935 (1). Mixed condition, with a few flaws and
some damage. Noticed nice, clean postmarks, cancels,
auxiliary markings, stamps, and labels. Consider adding
these items to your collection or dealer stock. Photos show
the front of each cover.
S.B. 180.00

(C38) Germany Graf Zeppelin South America First Flight
cacheted cover cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 18.5.1930.
Backstamped on May 30 in Seville. Mailed to Mankato,
Minnesota.
S.B. 75.00
(C42) Germany Graf Zeppelin First Polar Flight cacheted
cover cancelled on 25.7.1930. Canceled on July 27 Icebreaker Malyguin. Mailed to Mankato, Minnesota.
S.B. 200.00
(C44) 2M franked on a Zeppelin flight cover. Few minor
wrinkles F-VF.
S.B. 65.00
Five pfennig Germania with label (Mi #W2.13) tied on
a picture postcard by a 19.8.13 Kiel cds. F-VF
S.B. 300.00
Five pfennig Germania with label (Mi #W2.2) tied on
a New Years picture postcard by a 12.1.11 cds. F-VF
S.B. 250.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted Polar First Flight
cover cancelled on 24. 7.1931 in Friedrichshafen and the
Icebreaker Malyguin on 27.VIII. Old mount remains on
reverse in the four corners.
S.B. 250.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted South America First
Flight cover cancelled on 18. 5. 1930 in Friedrichshafen.
Mailed to Rio de Janeiro and back stamped there on May
25.
S.B. 200.00
Flown Zeppelin flight posted on board 17.6.30. variety
of frankings including booklet panes w/o selvage. Backstamped in Apolda. F-VF
S.B. 200.00
Germany 3rd Reich “Hitler as White Knight” propaganda
card.
S.B. 150.00
Germany Hitler Bodyguard (LSSAH) Rally Flag
postally used postal card. Stamp has fallen off.
S.B. 100.00
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Germany 3rd Reich Men It’s Time anti-Semitic propaganda card kicking Jews and Priests out of Austria
canceled in Graz on 25 Juli 1938.
S.B. 100.00
Germany Fieldpost canceled on 26.9.1944 from Militaeraertzliche-Akadamie which participated in the KZ
Menschenversuche Concentration Camp human experimentation with Dienstsiegel of the Academy on the front
and handstamp of one Sepp Rummelhardt of the Academy
on the reverse.
S.B. 100.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted South America First
Flight cover cancelled on 9. 5. 1930. Cancelled in Bahia,
Brazil on May 24 and New York on June 3. Mailed to
Chicago.
S.B. 65.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted Polar Roundtrip
First Flight postal card cancelled in Friedrichshafen
on 24. 7. 1931. Cancelled on 7. VIII on the Icebreaker
Malyguin.
S.B. 65.00
Germany Zeppelin cacheted Flight cover cancelled on
October 10, 1928 in Friedrichshafen. Mailed to New York
and canceled there on October 16.
S.B. 50.00
Germany three censored KLV Lager postal cards all
cancelled in 1944.
S.B. 50.00
Four Germany/Italy 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from
1938-1939.
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from 19381943.
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany/Spain 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from
1938-1940.
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from 19381944.
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from
1943
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from
1937.
S.B. 50.00
Four Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from 19381942
S.B. 50.00
Three Germany 3rd Reich Propaganda cards from 19401944.
S.B. 50.00
Cover Delight. Official correspondence cover from the
Command of the Nazi battleship Panzerschiff Deutschland, postmarked in Wilhelmshaven on 22 January 1937.
It is addressed to the Registry Office in Braunschweig and
has a slightly smudged auxiliary marking indicating that
it is Free by Exemption. It also has an official identifying
number in the top left corner. Topnotch condition.
S.B. 30.00
About two thousand covers almost all from Germany,
however, a few others have slipped in to the group. Interesting items are present to be plucked out for an exhibit.
Worth time to view.
S.B. 600.00
Covers, Covers, and More Covers! Approximately
3,500 German covers of various sizes in five cartons.
Most date between 1950s and 1990s. Primarily commercial and private correspondence between Germany and
the U.S. and within East and West Germany. Includes
some postcards and FDCs. Eye-catching representative
sampling of German definitives and commemoratives
on cover. Mixed condition, but much clean material with
clear cancels.
S.B. 400.00

582



Better German Covers. Approximately one hundred
twenty-five covers of all types from the nineteenth
century to the post-WWII period. Includes material from
the German states and the Soviet and Western zones.
Features personal and business correspondence, postal
stationery, picture postcards, etc. Mixed condition, with
some items having tears, cuts, creases, smudges. Much
useful postal history. Be sure to view the front and back
of each cover.
S.B. 400.00

583



Collection of twenty-nine covers from the German
Navy in Turkey during WWI. Most are addressed to a
woman in Lemgo, in the Lippe district of North RhineWestphalia, Germany. Also contains an oversized cover
addressed to a man in Vienna and franked with Turkish
stamps. Collectable condition overall, with mostly clear
cancels and minimal tearing, creasing, etc. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 400.00

584



Over 200 items. Chiefly propaganda cards and slogan
cancel covers. Beneficial variety with some better. condition overall is good. Profits await for the bourse dealer or
Ebayer.
S.B. 400.00

585



Germany accumulation from 1921 to 1947 in a small
box. Roughly twenty covers and postcards of which 60%
are Zeppelin Flight covers and postcards which have been
scanned. The remaining items are common iems. Coming
along for the ride is a small Graf Zeppelin book by Von
Max Geisenheyner.
S.B. 300.00

586



Ship Ahoy! Collection of German ship mail of all sorts.
Includes business and private correspondence, personal
postcards, military mail, and philatelic creations. Over
seventy-five different covers. Items appear to be all from
the 1940s or earlier. Carefully housed in a luxury cover
album, with some additional information provided on occasion. Mixed condition, including some wear marks and
smudged postmarks and auxiliary markings, but overall
neat, clean, and desirable. Great variety of ship images,
stamps, messages, and departure or arrival cities. Photos
show selected highlights.
S.B. 300.00

587



Germany accumulation from WW I to WW II in medium box. Around 500 commercial covers postal stationery, and postcards. Terrific for searching for cancelation
and destinations. Could be a bonus or two awaiting your
viewing.
S.B. 200.00

588



WWII POW Correspondence. Almost sixty items. Contains letters, postcards, preprinted forms, Red Cross note
sheets, photos, and more. Multiple camps and countries.
Plenty of handwritten notations, censor markings, postal
instructions, etc. Especially useful and memorable to
collectors who read German well, as there is much stated
and unstated information about war efforts, POW life, and
postwar aspirations. Includes some POW correspondence
in French and English. Mixed condition, but everything
still intact and presentable. Photos show selected highlights.
S.B. 100.00

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY

NETHERLANDS

589

596



German Offices in Turkey. Sixteen covers from Constantinople, Jerusalem, Jaffa, Smyrna, and Beirut,
dating between 1894 and 1917. Neatly mounted on
homemade pages. Includes postal stationery and picture
postcards. Above-average condition, with mainly clear,
legible cancels and markings. Business and private correspondence; some philatelic items present. Good starting
accumulation of this material. Photos show fronts of all
covers.
S.B. 150.00

GERMAN STATES
590



German States selection from the 1850s-1860s in a
medium box. Over forty covers from Brunswick, Baden,
Bremen, Frankfort, Thurn & Taxis, Prussia, and Saxony
in a binder on older pages nicely organized and identified.
Terrific holding of postal history that any aficionado of
this type of covers will envy.
S.B. 1000.00

GREAT BRITAIN
591



Great Britain and Austria selection from 1946-1952 in
a pizza size box. Around fifty covers which at one time
was part of an exhibit. Interesting, different and well worth
our suggested bid.
S.B. 65.00





Italy Zeppelin South America cacheted Flight cover
canceled in Trieste on November 15, 1935. Reverse
Milan railway transit cancel, and Rio de Janeiro arrival
cancel on November 26. Comes with 2001 Dieter Leder
certificate.
S.B. 100.00

597





598





599



Russia Graf Zeppelin cacheted First Flight postal
card cancelled on 31. VII.1931 in Friedrichshafen and
Icebreaker Malyguin on August 1.
S.B. 100.00



Saar Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted First
Flight cover cancelled in Saarbrucken on 22.8 1931,
Friedrichshafen 29.8 and Cape Verde on 21. Aug. 1931.
S.B. 40.00

SAAR
600

SOUTH AFRICA
601



Angolan Border Mail fourteen frame cover exhibit
from 1975 to 1984 which was developed by the South
African philatelist, William Alexander Page which received a silver award at the 1986 Johannesburg Stamp
Show. Consists of about 285 covers mostly from the South
African Defense Force (SADF) soldiers and South African
Police (SAP) units who were based on the Angolan border
in northern Namibia starting in 1975 and continuing until
about 1989. Also includes detailed information of SADF
and SAP censor marks, clippings from the South African
press, maps, and other ephemera. Very difficult to find and
unique and hard to assembly in today’s philatelic market.
Remounting would enhance this selection. S.B. 700.00



Spain Graf Zeppelin cacheted South America First
Flight cover cancelled in Barcelona on 17 Mai 1930.
Backstamped in Rio De Janeiro on May 25. S.B. 60.00

Interesting accumulation of several hundred packet
receipts predominantly with Korea # 101/105 or #C1, C2
applied. Some clear cancels, as well as multiples scattered
through. Unusual item.
S.B. 450.00

Liechtenstein Zeppelin cacheted Flight cover cancelled
on 10. VI.1931 in Vaduz. Mailed to Lausanne and back
stamped there on June 10.
S.B. 200.00

MEXICO
595



United States Occupation of Mexico at Vera Cruz.
Twenty-five U.S. and Mexican covers from the U.S.
mail agency at Vera Cruz in 1914. Features personal and
business correspondence and assorted postcards. Mixed
condition, with clean, sharp cancels and markings. Items
are placed in protective pages and housed in a four-ring
binder. Includes two Mexican provisional government
banknotes and a photocopy of a relevant Linn’s Stamp
News article from 1991. Photos show all items.
S.B. 600.00

Poland Majdanek Concentration Camp Lublin censored postal card canceled January 24, 1944.
S.B. 600.00

RUSSIA

LIECHTENSTEIN
594

(C5) New Zealand Australia cacheted First TransTasman Flight cover cancelled in Auckland and Sydney
on 17 February 1934. Mailed to Hataitai, New Zealand.
S.B. 40.00

POLAND

KOREA
593

Netherlands Hertogenbusch Concentration Camp Sint
Michelsgestiel cover canceled on 7. VIII 1943.
S.B. 400.00

NEW ZEALAND

ITALY
592

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

SPAIN
602

SWITZERLAND
603



604



(C9) Switzerland cacheted Zeppelin flight “Mourning”
card Geneva Aviation canceled on 14. 9. 1930. Mailed to
Eisenach, Germany.
S.B. 40.00
(215) Switzerland Zeppelin cacheted Hindenburg
registered Flight cover cancelled in Basel on 4. V 1936.
Mailed to Lakehurst, New Jersey having numerous back
stamps.
S.B. 40.00
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(1O9-1O16) Switzerland large registered “Official”
cover canceled in Bern on 27. X. 1919. Also includes
#190-192. Tear to back flap when originally opened.
S.B. 200.00
Switzerland Luxembourg Graf Zeppelin cacheted
Pomeranian First Flight card cancelled in Luxembourg
on 30.4.1931, Romanshorn on 2. V, Friedrichshafen and
Stettin on 3.5. Mailed to Geneva.
S.B. 400.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen on 29. VIII 1931 Posted to Pernambuco, Brazil
and back stamped there on 6. IX. 1931.
S.B. 400.00
Switzerland large registered “Official” cover canceled
in Zurich on 8. V. 1919. Mailed to Basel. Includes a 1992
Mikulski certificate. Folded vertically middle and small
tear on top.
S.B. 200.00
Two Switzerland “Official” postal stationery cards both
canceled on 1. XII. 1918 in Bern having blocks of four of
#1O10 and 1O11. Minor soiling on both reverses.
S.B. 150.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Romanshorn on 16 V
1930. Posted with ten Scott #C12 on reverse. Mailed to
Lakehurst.
S.B. 95.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Geneva on 12.VIII 1936.
Sent by rail to Marseilles. Mailed to Sao Paulo, Brazil and
back stamped there on 17. VIII 1936.
S.B. 75.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Schaffhausen on 15.
X.1931 Friedrichshafen on 17. 10 1931. Posted to Bahia,
Brazil and back stamped there on 20. X 1931.
S.B. 75.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Basel on 6. XI 1936.
Posted to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and back stamped there
on 10. XII 1936.
S.B. 60.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Geneva on 15. XI 1931.
Posted to Bahia, Brazil and back stamped in Salvador on
22. X and Bahia on 23. IX 1931.
S.B. 60.00
Switzerland Zeppelin South America cacheted First
Flight cover cancelled in Wohl on 9. XI. 1936. Posted
to Curityba, Brazil and back stamped there on 16. XI
1936.
S.B. 50.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Lausanne on 7. VIII 1936.
Posted to Argentina and back stamped there on 16. Jul
1936.
S.B. 50.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Basel on 10. VIII 1936.
Posted to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and back stamped there
on 11. XIII 1936.
S.B. 50.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Romanshorn on 23.VI
1935. Mailed to Curityba, Brazil and back stamped there
on 5. VII 1935.
S.B. 50.00
Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Bern on 8.X 1932 and
Friedrichshafen on 10.10.1932. Mailed to Rio de Janeiro.
S.B. 40.00

620



Switzerland Graf Zeppelin South America cacheted
First Flight cover cancelled in Vevey on 14.VI 1935.
Mailed to Rio de Janeiro and back stamped there on 19.
Jun 1935.
S.B. 40.00

621



Wonderful group of nearly five hundred military
post covers. Combination of picture post cards used and
unused, covers philatelic, philatelic sent through the mail,
commercial, and free frank. Outstanding opportunity for
the specialist and Swiss collector. Plan extra time to view
this selection.
S.B. 1100.00

622



Switzerland selection of twenty mostly cacheted Zeppelin Flight covers and postcards from 1930-1941. Includes
flights to South America plus several commercial covers
and two with souvenir sheets. An interesting holding.
Condition varies, so please check out the scans.
S.B. 450.00

623



Switzerland assortment of nine cacheted Zeppelin
Flight covers from 1930-1938. Destinations include
Brazil, USA, Paraguay, and Germany. All covers have
been scanned. Check it out.
S.B. 250.00

624



Swiss Zeppelin Covers. Eight philatelic covers transported on assorted Graf Zeppelin dirigibles in 1929,
1930 (2), 1931, 1932, 1935, 1936, and 1938, Mixed condition, with one cover missing some stamps and another
missing its back flap; otherwise, no problems. Neat, clean
postmarks, cancels, auxiliary markings, stamps, and labels. Should be attractive additions to anyone’s Zeppelin
holding. Photos show the front of each cover.
S.B. 200.00

POSTCARDS
UNITED STATES
625



Collection of over 2200 cards. Primarily ships and
trains. Strong in Great Lake steamers and their harbors.
Notables include Titanic, Lusitania and Eastman. Also
of interest are San Francisco earthquake, various street
scenes from the Midwest with several Chicago plus New
Orleans and New York. Time frame covers from the early
1900’s to the 1930’s. A few duplicates and condition can
be kind of rough at times. Plan on spending some time
with this one to come up with the winning number.
S.B. 950.00

626



Neat as a Pin. Mainly topical hoard of 6,800 standard
postcards from the United States. A few foreign cards
are along for the ride. Bundled in groups of one hundred.
Topics include American Indians, holidays, greetings,
hotels and motels, humor, men and women, ships and
boats, flowers, farming, buildings, birds, and much more.
Mailed and unmailed cards. Mixed condition, but overall
sharp and presentable. Assorted printing styles and design
concepts. Primarily early twentieth century to 1960s.
Should be hours of fun for the right person.
S.B. 700.00

627

628





Nebraska postcard disassembled collection in three
medium cartons. Roughly 700+ postcards mainly from
the Golden Age organized by counties, nicely annotated
with information about towns and villages. Appears most
counties are present but difficult to determine. Includes
views, scenes, buildings, holidays etc. Likewise involves
around 200 collector extras. It took the collector many
years to assemble. A must for any Cornhusker postal hisS.B. 650.00
tory collector.
Postcard Razzle-Dazzle. Bounty of 4,200 scenic-view
standard and continental postcards from the United
States. Most states represented. Ohio has 1,000++ cards;
California, Florida, Michigan, and New York have a
strong presence. Even cards from Washington D.C. can
be found. Some foreign cards are along for the ride,
especially continental cards. Bundled in groups of one
hundred. Mailed and unmailed cards. Mixed condition,
but overall clean and collectable. Assorted printing styles
and design concepts. Primarily early twentieth century to
1970s and later. Loads of value for collectors and dealers.
S.B. 500.00

629



About a thousand postcards on diverse topics such as
famous people, hotels, military, city scenes, monuments,
and of course post card shows. Some are photos, most are
printed and there are many interesting items. This is a
group you will enjoy sorting and viewing. S.B. 250.00

630



Postcard Stock. Four hundred twenty-six cards divided
into six topics: 1907 Jamestown Expo (10), 1913 OhioPerry’s Centennial (5), 1939 New York World’s Fair (30),
1915 Panama-Pacific cancellations (66), miscellaneous
expo cards and cancels (68), and birthday greetings (247).
Mix of sent and unsent cards, with and without messages
and other writing. Mixed condition, but overall clean
and collectable. All items sleeved. Convenient opportunity to acquire an attractive grouping of U.S. postcards.
S.B. 150.00

631



Small Postcard Hoard. Over 400 individually sleeved
U.S. postcards. Mainly pre-1940. Topics include Christmas, New Year’s, and Thanksgiving. Also contains a
section of view cards, greetings, and RPPCs. Mailed and
unmailed. Above average condition. A few foreign cards
are along for the ride. Easy lot to view and appreciate.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
632



Canal Zone selection in a pizza size box. Around forty
different unused postcards showing various stages of the
construction of the Canal and scenes from the Zone in
plastic sleeves. Cards may have some soiling and a little
warped from storage and age otherwise an intriguing
lot.
S.B. 130.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
633



634



Military Postcards. One thousand one hundred postcards mainly from WWI and WWII time periods.
Mixture of printing and design styles, mailed and unmailed
cards. Bundled in groups of one hundred or placed in
an album. Includes images of statues, hospitals, veteran
homes, soldier life, destruction, and patriotism. Loaded
with humor, matter-of-factness, and naivete. Mixed condition. Plenty of RPPCs and military mail, along with clear
cancels and interesting messages. Would be a useful addition to an existing military-themed collection.
S.B. 400.00
Worldwide Postcard Accumulation. Over 500 postcards and postal cards from around the world. Mixture
of mailed and unmailed cards from assorted time periods.
Includes RPPCs and a cross section of printing and design
styles. Lots of topics and views. Mixed condition.
S.B. 100.00

GERMANY
635



636



637



Battleship Mania. Over 220 picture postcards featuring
various views of famous German WWI battleships and
portraits of their designers, crews, and officers. Includes
RPPCs, artist-signed PPCs, propaganda PPCs, etc. At least
half of the cards went through the mail as military mail or
personal correspondence. Assembled with an experienced
eye and knowledge of the field. Organized by battleship.
Topnotch condition, with all cards housed in protective
pages. One of the largest, most enjoyable lots of this type
that we have seen in a long time.
S.B. 300.00
Germany accumulation of roughly 125 mainly postally
used postcards from World War I. Assortment of leaders,
military, scenes etc. making this a must be for the postal
historian of this era by checking out the cancels. Go for
it.
S.B. 120.00
Three Germany still-attached triptych postcards from
the Nazi Winter Aid organization having Kriegsmarine
motives. Also incorporates Hungarian anti-Horthy, antiNazi propaganda card set having original cover.
S.B. 40.00

GERMAN AREAS
638



Military Mail Postcards. Over 140 postcards sent by
soldiers (mainly navy/marines) of various ranks to family members and friends in Germany. Pleasing variety
of cancels, auxiliary markings, and poignant or comical
messages. Includes views, kitsch, and propaganda. Mixed
condition, with occasional smeared or illegible cancels.
S.B. 130.00

SWITZERLAND
639



A well-organized selection of about ninety Swiss military picture post cards. Includes the 1914-1939 issues
and identifies them by divisions, battalions, or other military designation. An attractive starter group for someone
interested in military history. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 400.00
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END OF AUCTION
THANK YOU

2022 AUCTION SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER 12/13, 2022
2023 AUCTION SCHEDULE
FEBRUARY 18/19, 2023
MAY 13/14, 2023
AUGUST 19/20, 2023
NOVEMBER 11/12, 2023
If you have material you would like to
sell or consign to a future sale please
contact our office and we will be
more than happy to assist you.
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35 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559-1127
Phone 630-794-9900 • Fax 630-794-9958
Website: www.RasdaleStamps.com

452nd Public Auction

Session One: Saturday, August 20, 2022 9:00am
Session Two: Sunday, August 21, 2022 9:00am
Charge my purchase to Visa

Name:

Account No:

Address:

Expiration Date:

MasterCard

/

VNN No:
(Last 3 numbers on the back of the credit card)
Phone:
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Fed-Ex Ground OK, for large shipments (street address
and telephone number please)
Recommended when bidding on collection lots
Shipping address if other than above:

Signed:
When paying by credit card the address on the bid sheet
must be the same as it appears on your credit card statement.
Checks drawn on a foreign banks are subject to a $10
service charge.
Philatelic References:

Below are my bids for this auction. The prices are my limit for each lot, it being understood that Rasdale Stamp Company will
purchase for me each lot at one bid over the second highest bid.
I have read the conditions of sale and agree to same
Signed:
Pre-auction bidding for the 452nd Public Auction can be executed by mail, fax, website, or phone
until 5:00 p.m., (CDT) Friday August 19, 2022.
OPENING BIDS ARE POSTED AND UPDATED ON OUR WEBSITE
A 16% Premium will be added to the hammer price

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

You may increase my bids the following percentage if necssary to win a lot (circle one)

10%

20%

30%

I understand that bids increased will be reduced to conform to
normal bidding intervals

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

Please limit my total purchases to:

$
(not including the Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less that $300 are
respectfully declined

Information concerning the public auction will be available Wednesday August 24th, 10:00am (CDT)
Prices Realized will be posted to our website Monday August 22nd, 2:00pm (CDT)
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